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ABSTRACT 
Social Interaction Within A Series Of Dance/Movement Therapy Modified Ce´ilı´ 
Dance Sessions:  A Group Case Study 
Paige Lindsley Draper 
Ellen Schelly Hill 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this study was to understand the connection of dance form, social 
interaction, and social experience among participants within a series of dance/movement 
therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions. The researcher was interested in the 
implications of this study for the practice of DMT. This study was a qualitative 
instrumental single group case study design which investigated the social interactions and 
experiences of participants engaged in learning and practicing an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance. The 
researcher recruited 6 fitness club members to participate in four DMT modified Ce´ilı´ 
dance sessions lasting one hour each. The researcher also served as instructor in teaching 
The Fairy Reel, an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance to research participants. Three forms of data 
collection were used. The first described the dance as it was practiced by participants 
through a dance style analysis. The second was the instructor/researcher’s notes which 
documented her observations and experiences of interactional events during each of the 
dance sessions. The third was an audio-recorded, semi-structured group interview 
conducted by the instructor/researcher following the final dance session which inquired 
about participants’ social experience over the course of the dance sessions. Findings 
suggested that the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions appeared to support social 
interaction and the development of social relationships among participants over the 
duration of the study. A final case narrative integrated and triangulated themes that 
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generated from the three data sources. Some themes that generated were that shared focus 
and synchronous movement enhanced social connection and The Fairy Reel as a dance 
form itself encouraged social interaction. Clinical applications included the possibility of 
how codified steps and sequences may serve a social function in DMT and that Ce´ilı´ 
dance may provide therapeutic benefits as a natural community support following or 
during clinical treatment. Further research may involve the exploration of introducing 
codified steps and various spatial formations into DMT sessions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to understand the connection of dance form, social 
interaction, and social experience among participants within a series of dance/movement 
therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions. The researcher was interested in the 
implications of this study for the practice of DMT. 
This study was a qualitative instrumental single group case study design which 
investigated the social interactions and experiences of participants engaged in learning 
and practicing an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance. The researcher recruited 6 fitness club members to 
participate in four DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions lasting one hour each. The 
researcher also served as instructor in teaching The Fairy Reel, an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance to 
research participants. 
Three forms of data collection were used. The first described the dance as it was 
practiced by participants through a dance style analysis. The second was the 
instructor/researcher’s notes which documented her observations and experiences of 
interactional events during each of the dance sessions. The third was an audio-recorded, 
semi-structured group interview conducted by the instructor/researcher following the 
final dance session which inquired about participants’ social experience over the course 
of the dance sessions. Findings indicated that the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions 
appeared to support social interaction and the development of social relationships among 
participants over the duration of the study. 
It is well established that social interaction is an important variable in 
development and mental health. Social isolation and difficulty in social interactions can 
contribute to distress and dysfunction in daily life. According to the American Psychiatric 
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Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed., text 
revision, 2000) a criterion for many mental disorders includes impairment in social 
functioning, highlighting its significance in mental health. 
A fundamental goal in DMT involves facilitating social interaction among 
participants. Often the experience of social interaction in DMT sessions “allows patients, 
even the very regressed and withdrawn, to feel close to one another, to move together, 
and be moved by other people” (Schmais, 1986, 28). In DMT sessions, social interaction 
may occur through forms of non-verbal communication such as symbolic gestures of the 
arms and legs, eye contact, and touch (Schmais, 1981). 
DMT largely involves an improvisational movement structure in which the 
therapist engages the spontaneous movement of group members and integrates them into 
a group dance. DMT participants, especially those who are anxious, may be 
uncomfortable with and resistant to the expressive and spontaneous nature of this 
process. A challenge for the DMT therapist involves providing structure that meets the 
needs of participants so that they will engage in and sustain participation in an 
exploratory, expressive, and interactional group therapy process. This issue is not 
addressed within DMT literature, but continues to be a significant concern for many 
DMT therapists. 
If structure is rigidly maintained by participants this may be a defensive action to 
avoid the anxiety often involved with creative expression and active initiation. However 
the experience of engaging in spontaneous movement may be unfamiliar to some, thus 
structured movement may serve to build confidence for this activity. North (1975) 
recommended using a combination of structure and free form in DMT sessions because 
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“as in everyday life, some things are prescribed, and others left to our own decisions” (p. 
116). Overall structure should be flexible enough to support the shifting needs of 
participants and group flow. 
Irish Ce´ilı´ dance shares essential non-verbal social elements of DMT: rhythm, 
synchrony, eye contact, mirroring, gestures, approach, and physical contact within a 
formally structured dance form. The term Ce´ilı´ refers to a collection of anomalous Irish 
figure dances that were recorded at various times and parts of Ireland. Of the different 
Ce´ilı´ dances, The Fairy Reel is a “six-hand dance” meaning it requires two male and 
four female dancers (Ár Rincí Fóirne, 2003, p. 58). 
A study by Allen (2003) investigated the experience of Irish Ce´ilı´ dancers who 
felt that Ce´ilı´ dancing gave them a feeling of belonging and helped them reach out to 
others. Ce´ilı´ dance offers participants an outlet for expression and structured social 
contact in a non-clinical setting. Currently, Irish dance is popular in the United States 
perhaps due to the popularity of the shows Riverdance and Lord of the Dance. The 
demand for Irish dancers to perform at trade shows, wedding receptions, parties, and 
touring shows “…is so great that the schools can hardly turn them out fast enough” 
(Parry, 1997, p. 73). Some dancers feel that the current popularity of Irish dance lies in 
communication. A lead dancer from Riverdance states, “’…we have rediscovered our 
reason for dancing. We do it now to communicate…’” (Parry, 1997, p. 73). The current 
interest and participation in Irish dancing raises the question of why more non-Irish 
individuals are participating in this dance form. 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that for contemporary Ce´ilı´ dancers participating 
outside of the performance and competitive context, the dance may serve as a structure 
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and source for positive interaction that may otherwise not occur. A qualitative case study 
investigating the nature of a social dance form with modifications among participants 
learning the dance in a non-clinical setting may suggest a potential value for integrating 
such a form into DMT practice. Participants may identify movement aspects of the dance 
experience that support social interaction and a positive social experience that are 
applicable within the DMT session. Additionally, Ce´ilı´ dance in its integrity may have 
therapeutic benefits as a natural community mental health support following or during 
clinical treatment. 
A limitation of this study is the generalization of the results from a single case and 
the assumption that the behavior and experience of a population recruited from a non-
clinical setting has applicability for a clinical population and context. A confounding 
variable in the study may be differences in dance experience among participants 
according to whether they share or do not share Irish heritage associated with the dance 
form. A previous history of positive or negative social dance experience may impact both 
recruitment and study participation behavior and experience. 
The objective of this study is to discover or gain an understanding of the 
connection of dance form, social interaction, and social experience, among participants 
within a series of DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions with an interest in implications 
for DMT practice. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Social Interaction 
Importance in Development 
A common concept within psychology and sociology is that social interaction 
continues to be an important factor in mental health and psychological well-being. 
According to the American Psychiatric Association’s DSM-IV-TR (2000), a criterion for 
many mental disorders includes impairment in social functioning, highlighting its 
significance in mental health. 
Developmental theorists have long recognized the role of social interaction in 
human development. Erik Erikson (1963), developmental theorist, addressed social 
aspects of development within his framework. He identified the Eight Ages of Man: 
psychosocial stages that span human life from infancy to old age. Each stage presents a 
particular psychosocial crisis in which mastery of the crisis marks a milestone of 
achievement in psychological development. 
The earliest stage is termed Basic Trust vs. Mistrust in which the child’s first 
demonstration of social trust is through his/her interaction with the primary caregiver. 
Such interactions may include attentiveness to the child’s basic needs and mood 
fluctuations. These factors help the infant to develop maternal trust deriving from the 
quality and predictability of the caregiver’s presence which may influence future patterns 
of trust throughout life. 
The adolescent stage Intimacy vs. Isolation is one in which relationships are a 
primary focus. At this point the young adult has developed a sense of identity from the 
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previous stage and is ready to fuse with the identities of others. This process involves the 
capacity to commit, make sacrifices, and compromises with others. Avoidance of such 
experiences may lead to social isolation and self-absorption, thus social relationships are 
important aspects of the developmental process. 
Ollhoff (1996) compares several theories of human development in relation to the 
development of social interaction among children. During the first year of development 
the child focuses on bodily functions, human needs, and developing trust or mistrust in 
relation to the primary caregiver. Though infants do not appear to be “social creatures” 
this stage creates foundations affecting their social interactions for the rest of their lives. 
Early object relations theorist Margaret Mahler (1975) identified a Normal 
Autistic Phase during the first year of life. She proposed that during this period the child 
appears unresponsive to outside stimuli and spends most of his/her time responding to 
internal sensations and needs. Thus the child/parent relationship serves as the basis of the 
psychological birth of the human infant. More recent developmental theorists such as 
Daniel Stern (1985) proposed that the infant is a social being from its very first days of 
life. 
Ollhoff (1996) proposed that social competence and/or friendship-making appear 
to be a natural part of the socialization process. He defined social competence as 
individual skills, perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes that may affect the quality and 
quantity of friendships, success in school, achievement, and overall health. A lack of 
social competence may make children dependent or bitter resulting in future relational 
problems, social withdrawal, or rejection. Ollhoff (1996) reviewed various studies 
theorizing that social rejection as a child was a predictor of adult psychopathology. 
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Though social competence appears to be of critical importance in health and 
development, social skills are expected to develop naturally. These issues encourage 
further research concerning the development of social interaction and social skills. 
Importance of Social Interaction in Mental Health 
Berkman, Glass, Brissette, & Seeman (2000) reviewed the history of research and 
theory concerning the effects of social relationships on physical and mental health with 
implications for an integrative framework. Emile Durkheim (1951) is often cited as one 
of the first theorists to hypothesize about the effects of social relations on psychological 
well-being with a specific focus on suicide and mortality. In addition to various 
hypotheses of the cause of suicide, he believed that rapid social change and erosion 
without sufficient social support negatively affected individuals and might lead to 
suicide. 
John Bowlby’s (1980) theory of attachment focused on the connection between 
social relations and psychological well-being. Attachment theory is based on the belief 
that humans have a universal need to form close and affectionate bonds with one another, 
thus a lack of social connection may have negative effects. 
During the 1950’s anthropologists Barnes (1954) and Bott (1957) developed the 
concept of “social networks” referring to traditional and residential class groups. This 
idea aided in the identification of behaviors observed across groups in various settings 
and in relation to human community. Following this movement in the 1970’s and 1980’s, 
a number of researchers Cohen, (1988), House, Landis, & Umberson (1988), and 
Berkman (1995) investigated mortality in correlation to a lack of social ties or networks. 
These studies used various definitions to describe social networks and “connectedness” 
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referring to involvement and integration in intimate and extended social ties. The studies 
suggested that weak social ties were often correlated to mortality. 
Kawachi & Berkman (2001) define social engagement as participation and 
engagement in activities such as group recreation or attending social functions. Social 
engagement is believed to influence health status and may reinforce feelings of belonging 
and attachment. Feelings of connectedness may also give meaning to individuals’ lives 
and contribute to community functioning as a whole. Kawachi & Berkman (2001) also 
identify that social networks may negatively affect physical and mental health through 
behaviors such as group tobacco and alcohol consumption or illicit drug use. If structured 
purposefully social networks may promote and support social disconnection from 
harmful behaviors, thus identifying the nature of social network is important within 
theory and research. 
Berkman et al. (2000) suggested that network structure and social context should 
be used specifically in developing a comprehensive framework to address influences on 
physical and mental health. Reasoning for this method lies in the absence of research on 
the context of how social networks are formed. 
Kawachi & Berkman (2001) reviewed previous theory and research on social ties 
and mental health and referenced two models created by Cohen & Willis (1985). These 
models attempted to describe the connection between social relationships and health. 
Authors also identified that social influence may have an effect on particular health-
related variables. Integration within a social network may produce positive psychological 
states of purpose, belonging, and self-worth. Access to and involvement in social 
networks and/or organizations may provide individuals with support during times of 
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psychological distress. Kawachi & Berkman (2001) concluded with the concept that 
despite a current emphasis on social support within mental health treatment, a lack of 
research exists concerning the understanding of how interventions that strengthen 
existing network structures may compare to those aimed at creating new communities 
and networks. 
Social Relations and Depression 
Scholarly literature concerning social interaction and mental health was limited 
and specific in nature. Thus the researcher focused on research exploring connections 
between social relations and depression, as this topic was most relevant to mental health. 
Several recent studies explored the connection between social relations and 
depressive symptoms, especially among specific populations. Antonucci, et al. (2002) 
and Oxman, Berkman, Kasl, Freeman, & Barrett (1992) focused on social relations and 
depressive symptoms among older individuals. Likewise, Sugisawa, Shibata, Hougham, 
Sugisawa, & Liang (2002) examined social ties and depressive symptoms among older 
individuals in Japan and the United States. 
Nezlet, Imbrie, & Shean (1994) examined the relationship between depression 
and everyday social interaction. They recognized that research is sparse concerning 
depression and its associated behaviors, especially among naturally occurring social 
interactions. Researchers first hypothesized that participants reporting depressive 
symptoms would have less active and rewarding social lives than non-depressed people. 
The second hypothesis was that among non-depressed participants the quality and 
quantity of social interaction would not be related to depressive systems, but among 
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depressed participants symptom levels might be positively correlated to quantity and 
quality of social interaction. 
Participants included first and third-year college students currently or previously 
enrolled in introductory psychology courses. The Center for Epidemiological Studies 
Depression Scale was used to measure symptoms of depression and found that 20% of 
participants were depressed or “at risk” for a depressive episode. A social interaction 
diary was modeled after the Rochester Interaction Record (RIR) to measure quantity and 
quality of interaction and was rated on five dimensions: closeness and intimacy, 
enjoyment, other’s responsiveness, and confidence and influence. An “interaction” 
included any encounter with a person or group of people in which the participant adjusted 
his/her behavior in response to the individual or group. 
Results confirmed the first hypothesis indicating that across all interactions 
depressed participants felt social interactions were less rewarding and that they were less 
instrumental in them. Results supported the second hypothesis in that depressed 
participants felt they were less enjoyable and confident in their relationships whereas 
depressive symptoms and quality of interaction were not correlated. 
Finch, Okun, Pool, & Ruehlman (1999) examined the influence of positive and 
negative social exchanges on emotional health among a population of college students. 
Methods were a structural equation analysis exploring the effects of negative social 
exchange and perceived support satisfaction on depression. A sample of introductory 
psychology students participated in a series of questionnaires measuring for Social 
Negativity, Support Satisfaction, Personality, and Coping Style. Symptoms of depression 
were measured using The Center for Epidemiological Studies–Depression Scale (CESD). 
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Results indicated that both negative social exchange and perceived support 
satisfaction were uniquely associated with depression, beyond the effects of personality 
characteristics and coping style. Findings were consistent with interpersonal models of 
depression in that negative social interactions may lead to less favorable evaluations of 
the self and others, possibly affecting mood and symptomology. 
Current and Previous Research 
Literature concerning the connection between social interaction and psychological 
well-being was primarily theoretical in nature; there were few empirical studies with this 
focus. Within the literature, many studies focused on specific populations and 
circumstances with little emphasis on treatment and future implications. 
Several studies examined the effects of social relations on cognition among older 
individuals such as Smits, Van Russelt, Jonker, & Deeg (1995) focusing on social 
participation and cognitive functioning and Bassuk, Glass, & Berkman (1999) focusing 
on social disengagement and cognitive decline. Fratiglioni, Wang, Ericsson, Maytan, & 
Winblad (2000) studied the influence of social networks on the occurrence of dementia. 
Several recent studies explored the effects of positive and negative social 
interactions on depressive symptoms such as Okun & Keith (1998) on psychological 
distress. Okun, Melichar, & Hill (1990) and Okabayashi, Liang, Krause, Akiyama, & 
Sugisawa (2004) studied similar variables and their effects on health among older adults 
in Japan. 
Correlations between the relationships of social support and psychological 
disorders were reviewed by Cohen, McGowan, Fooskas, & Rose (1984) and the 
interrelatedness of social support and psychopathology by Monroe & Steiner (1986). 
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Lepore (1992) explored correlations between social conflict, social support, and 
psychological distress. 
Theoretical sources were prevalent in the 1980’s such as Forgas & Jones (1985) 
theory of social interaction and interpersonal behavior and Thoits (1985) review of social 
support and psychological well-being. These sources were aimed at providing “self-help” 
to readers interested in improving their social experiences. 
A significant amount of dated literature exists concerning the effects of social 
networks, relations, and support on physical health such as Berkman (1984), Cohen & 
Syme (1985), and House, Landis, & Umberson (1988). Berkman (1995) also reviewed 
the role of social relations specifically in health promotion. 
Social Support within Mental Health Treatment 
Group psychotherapy is widely used in the realm of mental and physical health 
treatment. Some of the first group psychotherapy theories were derived by Yalom (1985) 
as he noticed that patients felt they alone possessed unacceptable problems, thoughts, 
impulses, or fantasies. This belief sometimes led to social isolation, as the option to 
express such thoughts or concerns was often inappropriate in everyday conversation. 
Within early stages of group psychotherapy patients seemed to express relief upon 
sharing such issues in realization that they did not experience them alone. For some 
patients group psychotherapy was the first opportunity to engage in healthy relationships 
and receive interpersonal feedback. Social skills acquired in group may help guide future 
social interactions for such individuals (Yalom, 1985). 
Justice, McBee, & Allen (1977) investigated social functioning, life events, and 
personality factors in relation to anxiety. Researchers stressed that while an abundance of 
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anxiety theory and literature is available, research concerning social functioning in 
relation to anxiety is scarce. Participants included newly admitted outpatients from a 
community health center that were not in crisis or considered psychotic. Methods were 
the Denver Community Mental Health Questionnaire (DCMHQ) on social functioning, 
an abbreviated version of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), the 
Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS), and the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. The 
Taylor instrument measured observable expressions of anxiety such as frequent 
perspiration, blushing, shaking, and crying. Results indicated a strong relationship 
between anxiety and difficulty in social functioning, including stress as a component. 
Anxiety correlated with various independent variables including social functioning 
impairment, personality disturbances, and excessive changes. 
Justice, McBee, & Allen (1977) proposed that to provide effective treatment, 
social and vocational training should be included with psychotherapy as disturbances in 
social, technical, and interpersonal skills appeared to correlate with anxiety. This may be 
manifested through problems in making friends, keeping a job, and maintaining stable 
family and neighborhood relationships. 
Dance and Healing 
Aspects of Dance That Heal 
Throughout history, movement and have been important practices in many 
societies accompanying ritual, celebration, healing, and life events. Dance served a 
function in the recognition of seasons, birth, death, weddings, and the harvest (Serlin, 
1993). 
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Dance anthropologist Judith Lynne Hanna (2006) focused on the role of dance in 
stress and healing. Within the United States, various cultures bring their spiritual beliefs 
and traditional practices in the arts of healing. Many of these healing rituals and religious 
ceremonies utilize dance and movement in response to stress. Stress relief and wellness 
programs have also recently incorporated dance and movement techniques such as body 
movement and relaxation. Leading medical institutions and universities such as John 
Hopkins and Stanford have incorporated dance into the treatment of physical and 
psychological illnesses. 
Halprin (2000) used dance as a form of healing for hospital patients, primarily 
those diagnosed with cancer. She defined healing as “intrinsic to one’s outlook on life,” 
and felt that individuals had a better chance of survival when they participated in their 
own healing (Halprin, 2000, p. 14). Healing may operate on several dimensions such as 
emotional, mental, spiritual, and physical and is psychological in how it accommodates 
individual belief systems. Healing is different from curing in that one may be “cured” 
from physical illness but heal in other dimensions. 
Halprin (2000) stated that society is conditioned to believe that the mind and body 
are separate entities that do not reflect each other, thus acceptance of the concept of a 
mind/body connection is crucial for the practice of expressive arts therapies. Halprin 
(2000) stressed that dance is a healing tool because of its integrative nature and use of the 
body as an instrument of expression through bodily sensation, awareness, and the 
channeling of feelings and emotions. Dance may help individuals externalize and clarify 
their experiences for others to witness which may help release them from identification 
with suffering. By using the language of movement rather than words, sensations, 
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feelings, emotions, and images may be revealed that have been buried in the body. 
Movement may also be useful in altering destructive patterns and belief systems. 
Leste & Rust (1990) investigated the effects of modern dance on anxiety to 
determine specific aspects of dance that may correlate with anxiety. Though 
dance/movement therapists have written enthusiastically about the power of dance and 
movement in healing, little has been systematically investigated concerning the 
components of dance that may contribute to healing, such as physical exercise or music. 
Participants included students from two colleges of further education in the London area 
participating in dance, physical education, music, and mathematics courses. The target 
group participated in a modern dance class and the control groups participated in physical 
education, music, and mathematics. 
Methods included the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory which measured 
state and trait anxiety. Participants took Likert-type scale questionnaires about previous 
experiences in dance, sports, physical exercise, and relaxation before the start of the 
courses to predict the ability of the courses to produce further change. Results indicated 
that the course in modern dance was associated with anxiety reduction. Since anxiety was 
reduced within a modern dance class, researchers proposed that further research might 
examine the effects of different dance classes and styles on anxiety. 
Dance and Community 
Hanna (2006) interviewed social dance participants who described social dancing 
as inviting a contagious energy, mass elation, or feeling of “communitas” within groups. 
Currently many individuals communicate and interact daily through technology such as 
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the telephone, computer, etc. Social dance may provide communication and interaction 
through the body that is not experienced in everyday life, thus giving it such qualities. 
Cooper & Thomas (2002) found that social dances provided older individuals 
with an “enclosed social world” in which they felt a sense of communitas, referring to a 
collective or community (Cooper & Thomas, 2002, p. 699). This connection was 
described as “a collectivity bound by shared knowledge, skill, and physical connection,” 
and was “considered an apt metaphor for the community itself” (Cooper & Thomas, 
2002, p. 699). This community served the dancers emotionally and socially which was 
especially significant because many members were aging and had lost partners. 
Leonard (2005) explored the relationships between identity, community, and Irish 
music and dance among second and third generation Irish citizens. Findings suggested 
that Irish music and dance helped interviewees facilitate social interaction, maintain a 
visible Irish community, and connect symbolically to earlier generations. Irish music and 
dance brought various generations together and facilitated the continuance of community 
activities. Participants identified that Irish music and dance were not merely continued 
out of tradition, but they were a means in which people were able “to share social 
interaction with others of Irish background” (Leonard, 2005, p. 516). 
Similar to the practice of group dance/movement therapy (DMT), several ancient 
forms of healing involve the concept of community healing. Among the Navajos, the 
social environment generates concepts of illness and disease and one sick individual may 
affect the entire community. Treatment and healing become a community event in which 
the sick individual re-enters the group, restoring stability to the community. This practice 
is similar to methods of DMT, in which “re-integrating the patient back into the group 
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through the use of group rituals is central to healing” (Serlin, 1993, p. 73). Within many 
inpatient and outpatient settings, DMT therapists involve the entire group in the healing 
process through rituals such as celebrating new members, members leaving, or changes in 
the community. 
Halprin (2000) proposed that if dance helps in healing individual bodies and 
psyches, then it may be an active force in healing communities. In American society 
people are often isolated, disconnected, and lack a sense of healthy community. In 
response to this problem Halprin started Citydance in 1976 and 1977 in which artists 
designed a day-long festival in San Francisco that ranged from 100-500 participants. This 
event was an attempt to heal the community and bring peace back at the time of the 
murders of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk. Halprin found that the 
event generated an extraordinary energy level perhaps because participants had common 
intentions. 
Social Dance and Spatial Formations 
Dance may connect participants socially through various aspects, such as 
particular spatial formations. Many western hemisphere set dances stress sociability and 
contain specific spatial formations. Such formations may involve couples moving from 
side to side, whirling and circling, exchanging places to visit other couples, and arriving 
back to original places in squares and rows. Spatial configurations often take priority over 
complex steps, more involved arm movements, and bodily expression (Bartenieff, 1980). 
In the 1930’s movement analysis pioneer Rudolf Laban incorporated lines, processionals, 
and spatial patterns as community movements to help synchronize and harmonize people 
within a social context as a form of preventative mental health (Serlin, 1993). 
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Different spatial formations within social dances may encourage particular themes 
for participants. The row is a common spatial formation within social dance and through 
its one-to-one and side-by-side nature it may evoke feelings of equality, sharing, or being 
close. The row may also convey solidarity, advancing and retreating, and mutual 
reinforcement. When two rows oppose each other this may support confrontation, either 
leading to a fight or a greeting. However in side-by-side row formations the potential 
fighting confrontation may be avoided (Bartenieff, 1980). 
Serlin (1993) addresses the importance of the circle formation and its center in 
various ancient dances. The circle connected people to cosmic patterns in places such as 
Egypt where dance formations represented the movement of the planets. Ring dances 
were also practiced among several different cultures for various reasons, for instance to 
help protect newborn children against evil spirits in the Middle Ages (Serlin, 1993, p. 
67). 
Bartenieff (1980) proposed that the circle formation promotes sharing because 
participants have side-to-side contact in addition to “a common relationship to the center 
of the circle” where they may face each other (p. 32). A shared relationship through the 
circle may provide participants with a more synchronous sense of body, space, and 
shared movement qualities. This is perhaps why it is one of the oldest forms of social 
congregation in dance. 
Conversely, Schmais & White (1986) proposed that the structure and organization 
of particular dance forms such as ballet, folk, and social dance may place limits on the 
dance experience. Such forms have specific steps and set formations such as squares, 
circles, or lines. They also have specific spatial components, such as how close or far 
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people must stand in relation to each other and how much bodily contact may be 
permissible. 
Physical, Social, and Emotional Benefits of Participation in Social Dance 
Currently many individuals continue to participate in social dances that have been 
practiced for ages. Researchers such as Cooper & Thomas (2002) and Allen (2003) have 
explored the popularity of social dance and why people choose to participate in it. 
Through various interview-based methods, responses suggested that social dance may 
contain physical, social, and emotional benefits. 
Cooper & Thomas (2002) identified several benefits of social dance through the 
experiences of older social dancers in London. Participants were members of a social 
dance group ages 60 and over from Essex and south-east London. Findings suggested that 
social dance functioned not only as physical activity, but provided several other 
significant benefits for the dancers. The first benefit was “continuity within change” 
meaning the dances provided a constant and stable expected set of cultural experiences, 
codes, and behaviors for the dancers while factors in their outside lives constantly 
changed (Cooper & Thomas, 2002, p. 690). Another benefit was pleasure gained from the 
sociability of modern sequence dancing as an interviewee stated, “’Firstly, it was dance, 
secondly it's a social thing'” (Cooper & Thomas, 2002, p. 698). The experience was also 
significant for older dancers because “…in the conditions of high modernity…” they felt 
that “extended family interactions” were “rare” (Cooper & Thomas, 2002, p. 701). 
A unique aspect of social dance is that aesthetic and ritualistic qualities of 
gatherings such as dress, etiquette, and style may “create a sense of belonging to the 
‘group’…” (Hanna, 2006, p. 182). For older dancers, such factors were identified as a 
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form of “teenagerhood” where they could leave behind the burdens of family and work to 
have fun (Cooper & Thomas, 2002, p. 690). Some gained a sense of worth and 
accomplishment from the dancing as due to old age, they felt other skills and abilities 
were no longer of use in their outside lives. 
Social dance often involves physical contact in which dancers may hold hands or 
touch waists, such as in ballroom dancing. One dancer addressed the use of touch stating, 
“’There’s no other social activity in which you touch someone the same evening you 
meet them’” (Hanna, 2006, p. 182). Also present are changes in the sequences of social 
dances in which partners change or pair up with other couples. With a large enough 
crowd, one may end up dancing with many different participants within an evening as 
another dancer humorously commented, “’Where else can you spend $4 and put your 
hands on a hundred women?’” (Hanna, 2006, p. 182). 
Whelan (2000) identified several benefits of participation in modern-day Irish 
social dancing, otherwise known as Ce´ilı´ dancing. Ce´ilı´ dances are universally similar 
across geographical locations, thus one may participate in a Ce´ilı´ dance anywhere 
without difficulty. Individual benefits of participation in Ce´ilı´ dance may be the 
development of self-esteem through an increase in poise and confidence, increased 
mental skills through listening and following instructions, and increased physical skills 
through the development of body control and coordination. Social benefits of Ce´ilı´ 
dance may include developing friendships with classmates, fellow performers, and 
participating in a healthy leisure-time activity. 
Allen (2003) examined the experiences of dancers participating in an 
intergenerational Irish Ce´ilı´ dance group. Participants interviewed were older dancers 
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from an intergenerational Irish Ce´ilı´ dance group ranging from ages 16-80 whom also 
served as teachers and founders of the group, organizing performances at area nursing 
homes and Celtic fairs. Methodology were open-ended interviews containing a series of 
questions to provide structure (emphasizing the topic of dance) in addition to researcher 
observations of the participants made during several weekly dance practices. 
The first interviewee focused on a series of health problems and felt that Ce´ilı´ 
dancing took away his pain in which the researcher identified as a therapeutic and 
curative factor. Though dancing was painful at first due to arthritis, after 6 months of 
dancing he no longer experienced it. He also expressed the importance of the music 
stating that to him it was “like a sedative” (Allen, 2003, p. 117). The interviewee 
experienced a heart attack preventing his participation in the actual dancing, however he 
continued to participate through observation, instruction, correction, and calling of the 
dance sequences from the periphery of the group. Though these activities allowed him to 
continue participation, his relationship to the dance was colored by his preoccupation 
with the restrictions and limitations of illness. 
The second interviewee began dancing as a young girl in friends’ homes and 
continued simply because it was “fun” (Allen, 2003, p. 118). She identified differences 
between learning stages in Ce´ilı´ dance and how after a certain point, one gains self-
confidence. The interviewee identified enjoyment experiences from performing at rest 
homes and the importance of socializing with the audience stating, “’I think dance has a 
lot of health benefits, it’s not only the exercise, it’s the mental, because you’re, uh, you’re 
visiting with people, you know…you wouldn’t get a chance to know ‘em if you didn’t 
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have something in common, and you can really form friendships in that area’” (Allen, 
2003, p. 120). 
The third interviewee was born in Ireland and according to Allen, his “lived 
experience of dance encompasses the gestalt of the ce´ilı´” (Allen, 2003, p. 120). He felt 
that dancing with the Ce´ilı´ group kept him active and in touch with his heritage. Though 
Irish dancing performed today is quite different than that of his past, he believed the 
continuation of the dance was an “unbroken chain” which helped him to reach his past 
without physically visiting Ireland (Allen, 2003, p. 120). He stressed that Ce´ilı´ dancing 
was a vehicle to reach out to others in the present, especially when visiting the rest 
homes. 
Irish Ce´ilı´ dancing is rich with varied meanings for dancers, through health 
benefits, connections to culture, and socialization. Further understanding of activities 
such as dance among older individuals may help promote healthy lifestyles for aging 
populations and perhaps contribute to the therapeutic use of dance. 
Conversely, social dancing may induce stress in cases where less experienced 
individuals face rejection from potential partners due to lack of coordination or 
miscommunication. Such factors may cause individuals to feel performance anxiety, 
social incompetence, or awkwardness (Hanna, 2006). In Ce´ilı´ dancing one interviewee 
expressed frustration in remembering the steps and sequences of the dances. For him 
making mistakes was humiliating, as he once knew the dances “like the back of his hand” 
but now struggled due to memory loss (Allen, 2003, p. 117). 
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Dance/Movement Therapy and Influences of Cultural Dance 
In DMT, participants are often encouraged to rediscover various aspects of sacred 
and historic dance, such as through the motions of scattering and gathering, rising and 
falling, and stomping and clapping (Serlin, 1993). Capello (2007) summarized the 12th 
International Panel at the American Dance Therapy Association’s annual conference in 
which cultural foundations of dance that contribute to DMT education and practice were 
discussed. Dance provides particular functions and structures to their unique cultures, 
thus ethnic dance styles may have therapeutic implications for such cultures. 
In France Dr. Jocelyne Vaysse identified how various social and folk dance styles 
have influenced DMT practice and contain specific steps and gestures that serve as 
kinesthetic models. These dances support the therapeutic process as they are commonly 
known by clients and appear to awaken them through personal images and/or emotions 
from the past. They are also source of collective memory that tie together different 
generations, giving meaning to movement and contributing to a socio-cultural identity 
(Capello, 2007, p. 38). 
In Greece Theodora Thatcher described how various elements within the national 
dances reflected basic concepts of DMT. Panigyri, meaning “everyone participates” is a 
fiesta that usually follows a religious ceremony involving the recognition of a particular 
saint (Capello, 2007, p. 39). The celebration is a community gathering with food and 
dancing upon which everyone participates to the best of their ability. The dancing 
involves community step variations in which participants display personal expression and 
exhibit skills within a circle. Participating musicians provide strong and repetitive 
rhythms to support the dancing and the steps allow many to participate because of their 
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repetitive qualities. The aspects of these dances are practiced in DMT in that the DMT 
therapist often encourages repetition and simple movement patterns to help build group 
synchrony and individual accomplishment. Panigyri provides participants with a 
meaningful experience and the opportunity to affirm their “Greekness” and individuality 
(Capello, 2007, p. 40). 
Maralia Reca presented her experience working with a DMT group of 
hospitalized psychiatric patients in Argentina with treatment goals of relaxation, 
communication, reality testing, and emotional expression. Reca used folk rhythms to 
attain these goals and address poor body image characteristics (such as slumped posture 
and limp limbs). By using culturally familiar folk music and dance formations, a 
collective memory was promoted which contributed to participants rebuilding a sense of 
mastery and empowerment. Cultural folk dance formations, such as lines and circles 
appeared to help participants move clearly through space, contributing to better 
understandings of their boundaries. Rhythmic cultural dances also helped participants 
gain more control over impulsivity and compulsivity. 
Dance/Movement Therapy 
History and Development 
Dance/Movement therapy (DMT) is a form of psychotherapy that involves 
components of dance and movement in the treatment of various psychological and 
physical conditions. It is defined by the American Dance Therapy Association (ADTA) 
as “the psychotherapeutic use of movement as a process which furthers the emotional, 
cognitive, social and physical integration of the individual” (ADTA, 2009). The role of 
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the DMT therapist is to utilize “movement interaction as the primary means for 
accomplishing therapeutic goals” (Schmais, 1974, p. 7). 
The development of DMT was influenced by changes in American classical 
dance. In the early 19th century Isadora Duncan, one of the first modern dancers broke 
free from the structure of classical ballet and led early modern dance pioneers. By 
stripping away the structure of ballet, modern dancers found new ways of communicating 
and expressing emotions through dance. The expressive movement practiced in modern 
dance appeared to benefit participants therapeutically in DMT (Schmais, 1974). 
DMT was founded at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington D.C. by a dance 
teacher with a background in the study of ethnic dance named Marian Chace. She offered 
modern dance classes to psychiatric patients within the hospital. After several 
psychiatrists noticed improvement among patients who participated in her classes, she 
began to identify and analyze healing aspects within the dance sessions. Soon after Chace 
had followers who observed, participated in her work, and began to develop and record 
her techniques. 
At this time social psychiatry theories of psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan 
(Sullivan, 1961) were implemented into the field of group psychotherapy and impacted 
the development of DMT. Sullivan believed that relationships were primary in the 
development of personality and that difficulties in interpersonal interactions would lead 
to future psychological problems if unresolved. He also derived the idea of the 
“participant observer” meaning that the therapist is part of but simultaneously distant 
from the group process. Chace’s method was similar in that she actively participated in 
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the group process. Sullivan’s style gave meaning to Chace’s approach, as the 
psychoanalytic community in Washington adopted his theory (Chaiklin & Seigel, 1997). 
Chace (1993) felt that at times patients’ emotional expressions were not 
acceptable in the community at large, thus sharing such material in a group setting was 
usually a positive experience. The person as a whole is constantly expressing feeling 
through the body on an unconscious level, thus DMT made use of non-verbal 
communication that is constantly occurring between individuals. In 1966 the ADTA was 
formed to set professional standards and establish connections between DMT therapists 
throughout the country (Schmais, 1974). 
Currently DMT therapists work with individuals diagnosed with social, 
emotional, cognitive and/or physical difficulties and have various treatment goals based 
on specific needs of the individual or group. One common goal of DMT within mental 
health treatment is providing “…patients with the necessary social skills and corrective 
emotional experiences to keep them in the community or to enable them to return to the 
community” (Schmais, 1974, p. 9). DMT therapists are unique in that in comparison to 
other therapists they are constantly in motion and may not have the opportunity to partake 
in luxuries of listening and deliberating that verbal therapists might. DMT therapists must 
"have assimilated a body of knowledge that helps them make immediate sense out of 
what they see, that helps them know what to do, and that helps them evaluated the results 
of their interventions" (Schmais, 1998, p. 23). Three primary assumptions about the 
practice of DMT are that: movement can reflect personality, the movement relationship 
between the therapist and patient can support and/or enable behavioral change, and 
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changes occurring on the movement level can affect one’s total functioning (Schmais, 
1974). 
Communal Aspects of DMT 
Throughout history people have used movement to express themselves by sharing 
feelings and emotions through common participation. Movement is reflective of one’s 
intrapsychic dynamics and “socially evolved mode of relating” (Schmais & White, 1986, 
p. 26). DMT accesses this aspect of communal dance to movement behavior and attempts 
at making therapeutic changes. In DMT, “the social interaction…allows patients, even 
the very regressed and withdrawn, to feel close to one another, to move together, and be 
moved by other people” (Schmais & White, 1986, p. 28). Movement also permits the 
expression of feelings which perhaps are not socially acceptable verbally or outside of the 
DMT session. Within DMT community and connection are developed through the 
sharing and repetition of simple steps and rhythms among participants. Schmais (1985) 
describes this factor stating, “Barriers of isolation dissolve, and people feel that they can 
once again enter a social world” (p. 31). 
Chace felt that affirming movement choices and encouraging the expansion and 
development of a movement repertoire led to healthier functioning of the individual. 
According to her approach, the DMT therapist should support spontaneous movement 
patterns but remember that aspects of the session are determined by intersecting needs of 
the individuals within the group. The DMT therapist also shapes individual movements in 
a way that allows the whole group to participate. 
Participants may gain a wide variety of benefits from DMT, one being an 
opportunity to reflect and react to themselves and others. DMT may be a resocialization 
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process for some clients/participants, depending upon therapeutic goals (Schmais, 1974). 
Forms of non-verbal communication within the DMT session may include symbolic 
gestures of the arms and legs, eye contact, and touch (Schmais, 1981). 
Healing Processes in DMT 
During the 1940’s and 1950’s Marian Chace explored the therapeutic use of dance 
and developed principles and methods of practice that are now used as theoretical models 
in DMT. These theories were developed from her understanding of how specific elements 
of dance served healing and therapeutic functions through working with psychiatric 
patients. The most basic concept in DMT is that dance is a form of communication, 
which fulfills a basic human need. Based on this idea, Chaiklin & Schmais (1993) 
organized Chace’s work into four basic principles as follows: 
The first principle is body action which is the belief that health is evident in a 
coordinated body. Chace felt that when emotions became pathological they appeared in 
the body and that dance could heal through structuring, organizing and communicating 
through movement. Through dance the individual could recognize body parts, breathing 
patterns, and tension which could have previously inhibited emotional expression. 
The second principle is symbolism which communicates emotions and ideas non-
verbally. Chace believed that in some cases non-verbal symbols could cross certain 
barriers of language as “The camouflage of the movement symbol makes it easier for 
these patients to express needs, feelings and desires” (Chaiklin & Schmais 1993, p. 78). 
Symbolism may also help individuals recall, reenact, re-experience, or work through 
situations. 
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The third principle is the therapeutic movement relationship between the patient 
and the DMT therapist which is established through a visual and kinesthetic display of an 
understanding of patient’s movement expressions. Chace incorporated the emotional 
quality of patient’s movement into her movement responses allowing her to empathize 
and interact with them non-verbally. These interactions established trust, helping patients 
communicate feelings and ideas, take risks, and develop relationships. 
Mirroring is an important aspect of the therapeutic movement relationship in 
which the therapist simultaneously reflects and responds to participants’ movements. The 
concept of mirroring is not imitation but rather an empathetic reflection of the flow or 
quality of movement. Mirroring can provide participants with feedback about their 
movement, which may direct the process of therapy (Schmais, 1974). 
The fourth principle is rhythm which is an important function in life and within 
DMT sessions that provides order, structure, integration, and regulation. Disruptions in 
rhythm may indicate that an individual or group is troubled or disorganized as it serves to 
organize and connect people. Rhythms that resemble early developmental experiences 
may provide symbolic gratification of infantile demands, even among adults. This may be 
why “some rhythmic activities seem particularly conducive to casting a spelllike 
atmosphere that unifies the group” (Schmais, 1985, p. 24). Rhythm may be expressed 
through breath, imagery, sound, and verbalization and can help clarify emotional 
expression. It is often mobilized in a circle formation and can contribute significantly to 
the therapeutic progression of a group (Bartenieff, 1980). 
Rhythmic group activity is created when individuals move together with the 
structure of time and can organize behavior, creating feelings of solidarity and 
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togetherness. At times, shared symbolic rhythm action can bring movement into 
awareness. In DMT sessions Chace’s goals for patients through rhythmic group activity 
were sensing one’s vitality, participating in shared experiences, being aware of and 
responsive to others, and promoting interaction (Chaiklin & Schmais 1993). 
The healing processes in DMT are similar to curative factors in verbal group 
therapy and include synchrony, expression, rhythm, vitalization, integration, cohesion, 
education, and symbolism. For purposes of this study, the researcher will focus on 
synchrony, rhythm, vitalization, and cohesion. However, Schmais (1985) theorizes that 
healing processes in DMT cannot be completely understood in isolation because they are 
functionally dependent upon each other and often coexist in therapy sessions. 
Synchrony is the occurrence of events happening simultaneously and may be 
present in several forms. Rhythmic synchrony occurs when participants move together in 
time and may help develop communication and relationships. Rhythmic synchrony often 
develops into spatial synchrony in which participants move together in time and through 
space with similar body parts. Spatial synchrony often develops into “effort” synchrony 
is which participants move together in time using similar movement qualities. Synchrony 
may also encourage participants to engage in relationships in “that aids resocialization, 
activates expression, fosters contact and promotes group cohesion” (Schmais, 1985, p. 
20). 
Vitalization is defined as “investing people with the power to live” (Schmais, 
1985, p. 25). Some individuals in treatment for mental illnesses may lack vitality and 
animation as a result of containing impulses or anxiety, thus activity, moving, or being 
moved is vital and satisfying to the human organism. In DMT the use of motion or 
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repeating rhythmic phrases can gradually reduce physical inhibition and help emotions 
reach awareness, activating energy and vitality. Evidence indicates that people are more 
motivated to act and communicate in the presence of others. In DMT this concept applies 
to moving in the presence of others. 
Cohesion refers to belonging to and being attracted to a group. DMT groups may 
provide this social connection through dance. Contact can be encouraged through rhythm, 
auditory, and visual feedback. Spatial formations may also facilitate visual and verbal 
contact, such as the circle or line. Physical contact and touch are other forms of cohesion 
in DMT. 
Ehrhardt, Hearn & Novak (1989) reviewed outpatient clients’ attitudes toward 
healing processes in DMT. DMT students and practitioners often confirm that DMT is 
effective in producing changes in the body and relationships on a personal level, but this 
cannot be assumed as the client’s experience. The purpose of the study was to identify 
client attitudes toward the eight healing processes in DMT identified by Schmais (1985). 
Researchers were interested in clients’ awareness, differentiation, and rank healing 
processes in DMT sessions, their attitudes toward DMT, and how variables such as age, 
sex, previous experience, medication, diagnosis, and functional level affected the 
rankings. 
Methodology included a pilot interview, a revised interview, and a validation 
study on client’s ability to rank order the healing processes. Chronic psychiatric clients 
viewed a tape of a DMT session and ranked the order of segments they liked most to 
least. The revised interview included chronic mentally ill clients diagnosed 
predominately with schizophrenia and substance abuse from four mental health facilities 
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(including a geriatric and adult home treatment program). Participants were enrolled in 
various verbal and creative arts therapies, attending DMT from once or twice a week. 
Healing processes depicted in the video were: Rhythm, Cohesion, Vitalization, 
Synchrony, Expression, Exercise, Music, and Relaxation. 
Data were analyzed by assigning a value to each of the ranked healing processes 
and Vitalization was the most favored healing process. Researchers hypothesized that this 
result was due to the sedentary nature of many clients’ daily lives. Expression was ranked 
higher by men perhaps due to depictions of anger and aggression within the segment. 
Rhythm was rated more favored by participants over age 55, perhaps because the 
segment depicted participants clapping in chairs, as this setting may have been more 
familiar to groups in geriatric settings. Participants taking psychotropic medication 
ranked Expression lower than others perhaps due to the dulling effects of the medication, 
while they ranked Cohesion first. Participants diagnosed with schizophrenia also rated 
cohesion highly, perhaps due to the tendency for them to experience isolation. 
Participants with 10 or more years of DMT experience ranked Rhythm and Expression 
higher perhaps due to an appreciation for more abstract elements of dance. 
Touch in DMT 
Touch is a healing aspect in DMT and other forms of psychotherapy though 
controversial as to when and how it is used. Sakiyama & Koch (2003) define touch as 
"physical, bodily contact, experienced within a given space and culture, that can be either 
intentional/deliberate or unintentional/incidental" (p. 81). Among psychotherapists the 
use of touch is usually frowned upon to avoid arousing clients’ sexual feelings, 
unconscious longings, or emotional content. For many psychotherapists it is prohibited 
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by the rules within the framework of particular psychoanalytic practices. Conversely, 
others in the psychoanalytic field believe touch is an important intervention when used 
appropriately such as shaking hands, touching a client’s shoulder, or hugging. Other 
factors affecting the use of touch are age, gender, and client diagnosis (Howard, 2006). 
In DMT touch is recognized as a powerful tool when used to advance the 
therapeutic process and may be structured, suggested by clients, or spontaneous. Self-
touch may help participants orient themselves to their bodies and minds. Touch may be 
nurturing, rhythmic, or playful and can increase group involvement, perceptions of 
boundaries, and provide feelings of closeness. Through various case examples, Howard 
(2006) identifies themes arising from use of touch within DMT sessions. These themes 
are connection and interaction, empathy, emotional release/self-expression, 
communication, nurturance, support, safety and comfort, group synchrony and cohesion, 
and elicitation of therapeutic material. 
Sakiyama & Koch (2003) recognized that in Japanese culture touch is considered 
a natural aspect of interaction and essential to existing healthily in the world. Perhaps due 
to cultural differences, the use of touch is specifically noted in the Japan Dance Therapy 
Association’s Code of Ethical Practice and unmentioned in the ADTA’s guidelines. 
Authors reviewed the use of touch in a Japanese DMT outpatient group of participants 
diagnosed with schizophrenia. Participants were 5-8 males and females with group goals 
of bodily awareness, relaxation, and communication. Throughout the session participants 
engaged in touch through interlocking, pulling on, and clapping each other’s hands. 
Authors noted that “touch appeared to be a natural outgrowth of their movement, rather 
than a conscious focus” (Sakiyama & Koch, 2003, p. 90). In this particular case the use of 
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touch was used to help reduce participant anxiety concerning the invasion of boundaries 
by others and develop a common theme for the group. Within this group, the spontaneous 
touching movements helped reestablish social connections among participants and 
rhythm helped establish interactional comfort. Though cultural factors may have 
contributed to the ease in which participants engaged in touch, this area should be 
explored further by DMT therapists to determine how touch may contribute to process 
and intervention in DMT. 
Stages of Group Development in DMT 
Within group psychotherapy it is believed that healthy groups progress through a 
series of developmental stages and must meet particular conditions before moving from 
one stage to the next. Despite each unique group’s progress, it is important that the 
therapist have some knowledge of group development in order to make appropriate 
interventions. 
Schmais (1998) reviewed four stages of group development within and across 
DMT sessions. The first group stage is affiliation in which participants introduce and 
learn about one another. To help alleviate initial participant anxiety, the DMT therapist 
may describe the nature of DMT and what is expected of them during the session. From 
group to group, often the goal of the warm-up is to develop affiliation and group identity. 
Sessions commonly begin in a circle formation where participants are encouraged to 
warm-up muscles, move different body parts, and explore the space with movements that 
require minimal commitment. These factors may encourage participants to share 
movements with others which can help build relationships through experiencing the 
movements of others. Affiliation is accomplished within the session when participants 
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engage in the group process often evidenced by their efforts to expand personal 
boundaries and participate in a common activity. 
The next stage is differentiation in which participants begin to explore their 
differences and test personal boundaries. Differentiation may involve fighting and 
conflict within relationships in addition to anger directed toward the DMT therapist, as 
participants express autonomy. Formations such as lines or clusters may help the group 
separate and join back together. Differentiation may be achieved, providing the DMT 
therapist is able to tolerate group hostility and let go of control through "dissolving the 
circle, giving fewer directives, and letting members be the ones to innovate and energize 
the system" (Schmais 1998, p. 29). 
The next stage is intimacy where after recognizing differences participants begin 
to accept these differences. Participants may be willing to support individual needs and 
boundaries through becoming more open, supportive, and trusting. The group may 
provide an environment in which participants may experiment with different behaviors, 
though this involves taking responsibility for individual actions and experiences. 
The final stage is separation which may occur on a smaller scale at the end of 
each session, when a group member leaves or when sessions are completed. Separation is 
a part of everyday life and may evoke past separation issues for participants. The group 
may resist separation through retreating, participating less actively, provoking others, or 
denying termination. The DMT therapist may encourage participants to engage in a 
physical cool-down focusing on internal sensations such as breathing and heart rate. The 
DMT therapist may also encourage participants to acknowledge each other, what they 
learned from the group, and how their experiences may relate to real life situations. 
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Stages of healthy group development are sequential, but the intensity and duration 
of each is dependent upon the participants, therapist, time frame of the group, and 
consistency of membership. Thus it is important that the DMT therapist be aware of 
group organization, ability, and how to intervene based on these factors. 
Structure in DMT 
Group therapy may involve various degrees of structure, depending upon the 
nature of the participants and style of the therapist. Often fully structured and pre-
composed sequences and directions may help participants experience difficult situations 
or practice particular skills. DMT therapists rarely use structure or the absence of 
structure in isolation especially depending upon the process of the session. Less-
structured techniques are used primarily as an opportunity for self-expression and 
creativity in DMT (North, 1975). 
Structure may derive from rhythm, music, and/or imagery and sets boundaries on 
or limits movement. North (1975) recommended using a combination of structure and 
free form within DMT sessions because “as in everyday life, some things are prescribed, 
and others left to our own decisions” (p. 116). The DMT therapist should have 
knowledge of participants’ diagnoses and goals in order to develop a structure 
appropriate to the group. If structure is rigidly maintained by participants this may be a 
defensive action and avoidance of anxiety involved with creative expression and active 
initiation. On the other hand the experience of engaging in spontaneous movement may 
be unfamiliar to some, thus structured movement may serve to build confidence for this 
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activity. Overall structure should be flexible enough to support shifting needs of 
participants and group flow. 
Bartenieff (1980) argued that dance itself has natural stabilizing structures that 
allow for subjective expressiveness and that structure may inhibit or allow expressive 
freedom. The balance between structure and permissiveness is different for each group 
and too much of one can be destructive. She noticed that within her DMT groups, 
patients suffering from psychosis seemed to benefit from structured sessions and that the 
structure of dance helped them to express feelings, develop relationships, and change 
attitudes toward life. DMT sessions provided “test structures” in which patients could 
practice interactions linked to family, friendship, and/or occupation through relationships 
with other patients and the therapist. 
Spatial Configurations in DMT 
During DMT sessions it is important to distinguish differences between how 
individuals and groups move spatially. Spatial configurations may provide information 
about relationships between individuals, groups, or between groups and cues concerning 
the territory in which action and interaction develop and grow (Bartenieff, 1980). 
The spatial configuration of the circle is important in DMT in that it supports and 
reflects group development. It often initiates and concludes a group and “…is 
democratic; patients and therapists are on the same footing, standing side by side; no one 
is higher or lower…” (Schmais, 1981, p. 106). The circle provides boundaries, yet 
choices for group members that other formations may not provide, such as choosing to 
make eye contact and communicate. 
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Another common spatial formation is the parallel line which according to 
Schmais (1981) supports “pairing behavior”. Since group members can be paired in this 
formation, a tendency is to move toward and away from each other, encouraging playing, 
flirting, or fighting and themes of intimacy and confrontation. 
Johnson & Sandel (1977) created the Structural Analysis of Movement Sessions 
(SAMS) designed to study the spatial arrangements that occur in groups. The system 
measures the group’s use of spatial and task structures, allowing for the study of group 
process and behavior. SAMS research has included studies on naturalistic groups, dances 
(folk and choreographed), and DMT groups. Findings suggested that spatial patterns 
support individual roles and particular environmental patterns. 
SAMS examines groups within three different dimensions: task structure, spatial 
structure, and role structure. Task structure is defined as observable group action and 
sound. Task structures are categorized based on three variables: the number of separate 
tasks, degree of interpersonal interaction, and repetition of tasks. Spatial structure is 
defined as the physical relationship group members share in space. Twelve different 
spatial structures are identified and may be simple, meaning all participants make up the 
formation or referent, meaning participants relate to each other outside of the structure. 
Role structure is defined as the expectations of participants during the performance of 
group tasks. Role structure applies when the group supports a particular role for an 
individual, rather than when an individual asserts a role by him/herself. 
Therapists use various styles of intervention and structure in DMT practice 
though further SAMS research may help better determine which style of structural 
intervention to practice according to diagnosis and therapeutic goals. SAMS provides a 
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vocabulary to help create organizational guidelines for DMT therapists. Further 
understanding of the use and role of structure in groups may also reduce therapists’ 
anxiety and provide more opportunities for spontaneity and creative expression. 
Phases of Group Sessions 
Structure in DMT is facilitated in a variety of ways, one being the phases of the 
group session. The warm-up sets the stage for the session, physically warming up the 
body, providing mental awareness, and supporting participant relationships. Chace began 
DMT groups with a warm-up to help mobilize “the group’s capacity for emotional 
expression and social interaction” (Chaiklin & Schmais, 1993, p. 87). In the warm-up 
participants may look to the DMT therapist for structure, initiation, and what tasks are 
expected of them. The DMT therapist may label participants’ movements and encourage 
interaction by asking open-ended questions and making suggestions. 
Chaiklin & Schmais (1993) noted that in her sessions, Chace began with the circle 
as the structure from which other formations of relating developed, such as lines, clusters, 
and undefined shapes. A variety in spatial structures may reflect changing attitudes and 
relationships among participants. Within a session the DMT therapist may also encourage 
the identification and development of themes. Such themes may be concrete or abstract, 
depending on the specific goals and needs of participants. The DMT therapist may 
provide specific tasks for participants to accomplish. Themes, tasks, and the overall 
process of the session may fluctuate in terms of structured, improvisational, and 
expressive content, depending upon the group’s specific needs. 
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The DMT session concludes with closure in which the work of the session is 
reviewed so that participants may leave more comfortably. The DMT therapist may 
encourage the group to return to the circle formation and acknowledge each individual 
verbally and through movement. Closure within DMT may also serve as a physical and 
social cool-down in which participants prepare to re-enter their daily lives. 
Ce´ilı´ Dance 
History and Development 
Irish dance has an important place within Irish history and culture, however little 
documentation of early Irish dance exists. Cullinane (1999) stressed that some theories 
attribute this to English oppression in that much of early Irish literature was destroyed. 
Some researchers have a strong nationalist outlook, and believe Ireland’s dance styles 
spread to other countries without sufficient evidence. Irish dance scholar Cullinane 
(1999) addressed this issue stating that “Anyone researching Irish dancing should be 
specific and objective in their approach and should not make unsubstantiated claims” (p. 
8). 
One of the earliest documentations of Irish dance occurred in 1681 in which a 
traveler described an Irish dance session: “’They (the Irish) are much addicted, on 
holidays, with the bagpipe, Irish harps, and Jews harps, to dance after their country 
fashion, that is the long dance, one after another, of all conditions, masters, mistresses, 
and servants’” (O’Keeffe & O’Brien, 1944, p. 16). 
According to Foley (2001) traditional Irish dance was a rural activity until the end 
of the 19th century as people danced at fairs, weddings, house dances, harvest 
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celebrations, and at the cross-roads. Irish dance was and is currently “passed on” orally 
despite specific guidelines for teaching and performance proposed by regulatory Irish 
dance organization An Coimisiún le Rincí Gaelacha or The Irish Dancing Commission 
(Cullinane, 1999). 
Ce´ilı´ dances are a collection of Irish social dances from various parts of Ireland. 
Ce´ilı´ translates to “an evening visit” or “a friendly call” and today often includes 
dancers of various ages and abilities (Allen, 2003, p. 12). Other activities at Ce´ilı´ 
dances may include playing music, singing, story-telling, and enjoying food and drink. 
The movement qualities of Ce´ilı´ dancing are described as follows: “Dancers step lightly 
on the balls of the feet, and dance steps are executed with quick, lifting, and controlled 
movements that are held close to the body… The process continuously engages and 
challenges both the dancer’s body and mind” (Allen 2003, p. 113). 
The dances vary in structural form and antiquity, though some were created rather 
recently. An Coimisiún le Rincí Gaelacha approved of thirty Ce´ilı´ dances in the manual 
Ár Rincí Fóirne translated to Thirty Popular Ce´ilı´ Dances. The manual served as an 
instructional guide for certified Irish dance instructors internationally. The approved 
Ce´ilı´ dances are performed socially, recreationally, and competitively (Cullinane, 
1998). 
It is important to understand some of the differences between solo Irish dance and 
Ce´ilı´ dance in that solo dances often serve as exhibition pieces but make difficult 
demands on the performer (such as intricate footwork and high energy requirements) 
perhaps “beyond the capacity of the ordinary Ce´ilı´ goer” (Breathnach, 1983, p. 49). To 
make Irish dance accessible to a more diverse group of participants, dancing masters 
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created group dances which were not beyond the ability of the ordinary dancer. Such 
daces involved using pleasant movements and placing pauses between segments to create 
a more social atmosphere. 
Conradh na Gaeilge, The Gaelic League formed in 1893 and had one of the 
largest influences on Irish dance. The initial goal of The Gaelic League was the 
promotion and preservation of Irish language and culture and its emphasis on dance was 
later encouraged by the London branch. Members were aware that while language classes 
were operating successfully, social activities were lacking. They were informed of the 
Scottish version of the Ce´ilı´ in London and decided to hold an event similar for the 
promotion of Irish dance (Brennan, 1999). 
The first official Ce´ilı´ was held in London, England by the “London Irish” in the 
Bloomsbury Hall on October 30, 1897. Though the event was successful, people were 
skeptical as to what dances were truly Irish, as some performers were Scottish and Welsh 
(Brennan, 1999). The event was carefully planned in that “’no activity would be 
undertaken which would not be a credit to the Irish race’” (Cullinane, 1999, p. 26). This 
event impacted the practice of Irish dance as many individuals were concerned about the 
“Irish image” and “…were extremely conscious of the rowdy image of the Irish created 
by some Irish events held in London” (Cullinane, 1994, p. 197). 
The excitement generated by this event led to an exploratory group in which 
researchers traveled to Ireland to record dances. They published Ár Rincí Fóirne 
translated to A Handbook of Irish Dances which is still used today to guide Irish dance 
teachers in Ce´ilı´ instruction and performance (Brennan, 1999). 
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At the start of the 19th century members of The Gaelic League disagreed 
concerning the national authenticity of the Ce´ilı´ dances in that some included figures, 
formations, and steps from other European cultural dances. Brennan (1999) described the 
nature of this argument among members in that the “white-hot emotions which informed 
much of the contributions may seem, at this remove, somewhat overstated and comical, 
but they provide a fascinating insight into what was in essence, a cultural civil war with 
dance as the arena of combat” (p. 31). Agreement upon the authenticity of the Ce´ilı´ 
dances listed in Ár Rincí Fóirne is still controversial today among Irish dance instructors 
and participants. 
In the 18th and 19th centuries, dance halls provided a place for meeting members 
of the opposite sex with the expectation of courtship or even marriage (O’Connor, 2003). 
Throughout Ireland the Catholic Church was a powerful force and disapproved of Ce´ilı´ 
dancing particularly due to this factor. Later during the 1920’s and 1930’s (a period of 
civil and political strife in Ireland), dancing was even more likely to appear “evil” as it 
was thought to lead to promiscuity. In 1935 due to pressure from the Catholic Church, the 
government passed the Public Dance Hall Act, requiring all public dances be licensed, 
taxed, and enforce strict regulations (Cullinane, 1999). 
Unfortunately, claims were made that one Ce´ilı´ dance was performed for every 
20 dances at such halls, as more popular dances such as waltzes were preferred by 
participants. An Irish writer commented on the issue stating, “The foxtrot and the Fairy 
Reel are mutually repugnant and will not easily dwell under the same roof…Apart from 
the fact that the Irish dance is ruled out in most dance halls by considerations of space or 
perspiration, there is a real psychological obstacle” (Brennan, 1999, p. 132). Police raids 
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on house dances became common, as those who could not afford to attend dance halls 
held dances illegally in their homes. This act had a serious effect on informal social 
gatherings and the preservation and development of Irish dance (Whelan, 2000). 
Wulff (2003) identified that in Ireland touch was a significant aspect of Ce´ilı´ 
dance that created controversy among the Catholic Church and the Irish people. The 
author defined touch as a form of communication and a human need, although noted that 
the Irish continue to frown upon it. This factor may have contributed to a lack of touch in 
Irish solo dance perhaps due to pressure from the Catholic Church, as they felt it was 
inappropriate and led to sexual promiscuity. Wulff (2003) proposed that despite 
numerous hurdles Ce´ilı´ dance may have survived because it was an activity that 
involved touch in a society that discouraged it. 
Movement Analysis of Irish Dance 
Irish step dance was a symbolic embodiment of cultural nationalism so much in 
the late 19th century that An Coimisiún le Rincí Gaelacha gradually established official 
regulations concerning the practice, instruction, and competition of Irish dance. The act 
of such a hierarchical, cultural, and political organization served to gain control of and 
standardize Irish step dance. Some Irish dance theorists believe that this act had a strong 
influence on the development of Irish dance style as it is performed currently (Foley, 
2001). 
One of the most salient and unique aspects of Irish dance style in comparison to 
other dance forms is the posture involved. Irish dance posture contains three elements: 
the torso is held vertically, the shoulders are held back, and the arms are held down at the 
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sides. Conversely, the lower body engages in quick and continuous steps performed on 
the toes. Many theories generated concerning the development of Irish dance style but 
existing literature lacks confirmation of a single influence. 
Many individuals view Irish dance posture as stiff or rigid, though some Irish 
dance teachers describe it as “good bearing”. Hall (1996) believed that good bearing was 
a physical and behavioral value of pan-European and Western cultures in its notion of 
“bearing up under pressure” or being an upstanding citizen (p. 261). The author also 
postulated that straight posture was enforced to portray values that enhanced the portrayal 
of the Irish nation. Since The Gaelic League aimed to promote and preserve Irish culture, 
perhaps organizers, teachers, and adjudicators were aware of Ireland’s struggle for 
political independence and encouraged the notion of good bearing into the evolution of 
Irish dance style. 
Meyer (2001) also attributed the development of Irish dance style to influences of 
The Gaelic League in that organized dance instruction served as a nationalist cleansing of 
the dance. Since argument abounded as to what was traditionally Irish dance, a goal 
during nationalist cleansing was to drop all foreign influences from Irish dance. This may 
have resulted in the stiff arms and torso to eliminate “…zealous innovations of the 
choreographers and their introduction of foreign elements in the dance” (Meyer, 2001, p. 
71). 
Wulff (2003) interviewed older Irish dancers and found that they attributed the 
development of Irish dance style to Ireland’s struggle against English rule. They 
described the contrast between the upper and lower body in Irish as “…‘God in the upper 
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body and the Devil in the feet’…” (Wulff, 2003, p. 50). The stiff posture was an attempt 
to change English beliefs that the Irish were unruly, while the feet symbolically 
represented a playfulness that existed despite English oppression. 
Meyer (2001) theorized that the stillness of the upper body in Irish dance was 
derived from a folklore perspective. Stories told in the Irish dance community contain 
central narratives and common identifying themes. Many stories share the idea that 
stillness in the upper body was a response to English colonialism and oppression. Due to 
penal law, Irish dancing was illegal, thus dancers would pin their arms to their sides 
while dancing to “befuddle the English” resulting in a dance form that purposefully 
masked itself as “not-dance” (Meyer, 2001, p. 67). 
The practice of dancing with the hands at the sides is also claimed to be recent in 
that images of Irish dancers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries depict them with their 
hands on their hips. Later in the 1930’s images of Irish dancers were depict with their 
arms pinned to their sides. Brennan (1999) noted that within the same time period older 
dancing masters would weigh down their male pupil’s hands with stones if they were 
prone to using arm movements. Perhaps the stiff posture change was made gradually 
within the past 80 years, rather than centuries ago (Meyer, 1995). Hall (1996) 
summarized that overall the carriage in Irish dance is connected to themes of social 
control, authority, and playful expression. 
The straight posture in Irish dance has also been attributed to influences of the 
Catholic Church and their disapproval of dancing. Supposedly the stiff upper body 
provided the illusion that one were not dancing to fool a priest passing by a dancer in the 
window. Hall (1996) proposed that Irish dance posture symbolizes a “silence” in that “its 
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stillness is thought to be precisely the antithesis of movement, which is the stuff of 
dancing…where it may communicate as silence does speech” (p. 255). The symbol of 
silence in the upper body may correlate to the silencing of the Irish people through 
various forces such as the Catholic Church or English and invites speculation as to why 
such a style developed. 
Meyer (2001) examined the kinesphere of the Irish dancing body proposing that it 
supported the political philosophy of The Gaelic League in not only the constraints of the 
posture, but of the whole body as well. Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) was used to 
analyze the Irish dancing body in that the upper body is still, the feet and legs are turned 
out, and the thighs are crossed. These constraints force Irish dancers to modify 
movements, for example, a foot cannot move in back of the other unless it rises up to the 
buttocks first, sustaining a kinesphere with a straight line. Themes of modification and 
restraint through movement may symbolize issues occurring on the political level among 
the Irish people. 
The positioning of the feet was controversial in different regions of Ireland. The 
dancing masters of Cork favored “close” dancing in which the feet were kept close 
together. In Limerick and Tipperary they favored “loose dancing” which involved more 
freedom in performance of the steps. Perhaps this difference contributed to rivalries 
between Cork and Limerick even to the extent of dancing masters’ declaring territorial 
regions (Brennan, 1999). 
Another theory behind the development of a stiff posture and narrow base in Irish 
dance is that it was a result of a lack of space in which to dance. In the early 20th century 
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living conditions in Ireland were extremely cramped and did not provide much space. 
Floors were made of clay and people danced on half doors, tables, on the tops of barrels, 
and sometimes competitions were held on the backs of small lorries (Whelan, 2000). 
Cullinane (1994) describes these conditions stating, 
Dancers performed on top of a barrel to be seen, or on a single special 
hollow flagstone to bring out a better sound, or on the half door taken 
down and laid on the floor since the earthen floor was unsuitable, or 
dancers going out for the night brought their own small wooden platform. 
(p. 212). 
Irish dance style has evolved dramatically over the last century, especially within 
the last 50 years. Today Irish dancers are known to cover much more space, especially in 
competition and perform athletic movements such as kicks and jumps (Cullinane, 1994). 
O’Keeffe & O’Brien (1944) noticed that the ease, grace, and beauty of the style were 
sacrificed by sharper and more athletic movement qualities within more complex steps. 
They felt that simple steps danced beautifully were more pleasurable than “the most 
difficult steps dances with an awkward carriage of the body and with obvious physical 
distress…” (O’Keeffe & O’Brien, 1944, p. 27). Breathnach (1983) described such 
changes in that: 
The dance is no longer vertical; dancers now move as if airborne. Other 
change in style followed from the expansion and freedom of movement. 
Long since gone are the delicate steps for ladies. Steps and movements are 
performed with a degree of force and energy. The dancing foot is raised 
much higher off the ground than formerly but adjudicators frown if the 
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instep is elevated much above the knee level. And yet, despite these 
structures, some competitors seem intent on doing the Can Can. (p. 52). 
Contrary to the sharp and competitive manner in which Ce´ilı´ dances are 
performed competitively, O’Keeffe & O’Brien (1944) described the manner in which 
they believed a Ce´ilı´ dance should be performed: 
Grace and Style: Particular attention should be rapid to performing all the 
movements gracefully. The carriage of the body should be natural and 
easy. Each movement should be finished by all dancers exactly to the time 
of the music, and care should be taken to maintain throughout the 
symmetry of the figures performed, by each dance coming into his or her 
proper place, and at the proper time. When holding your partner’s hand, 
both elbows should be well bent, and the hands, held at about shoulder 
level. (p. 40). 
Some Irish dance participants (especially Ce´ilı´ goers) enjoy this more graceful 
and relaxed style of performance in comparison to how it is danced competitively. 
Benefits and Current Popularity of Irish Dance 
Irish dance is currently a common practice for children in Ireland, especially 
among girls. Many girls begin taking Irish dance lessons between ages 5-8 with a focus 
on physical technique and performance of the steps, rather than an emphasis on cultural 
heritage. Irish parents and dance teachers identify bodily discipline, improved demeanor, 
and the development of self confidence as benefits of enrollment in Irish dance (Hall, 
1996). Other benefits include the development of good carriage, poise, and grace. Some 
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enthusiasts believe Irish dance introduces children to an important aspect of their national 
culture and may bring “the shy child out of its shell” (Breathnach, 1983, p. 53). 
Another benefit of Irish dance is its ability to connect people through a sense of 
national identity. Leonard (2005) interviewed second and third generation Irish citizens 
about the importance of Irish music and dance. Many interviewees referred to their 
connection with Irish music and dance using metaphors related to the body such as the 
“‘heartbeat’ or ‘pulse’ of Ireland” (Leonard, 2005, p. 519). The use of metaphorical 
language (connecting music and the physical body) conveyed how closely the cultural 
form is associated with a sense of self and national identify. 
Though Ce´ilı´ dancing reached the height of its popularity in the 1930’s to 
1970’s, (after this period declining) it was a large part of social and cultural life both in 
rural and urban Ireland. Ce´ilı´ dances were opportunities to meet, socialize with others 
and to express Irish nationalism (Cullinane, 1999). Thousands of people traveled great 
distances to attend Ce´ilı´ dances in some of the larger cities, causing many dance halls to 
be packed to capacity (Whelan, 2000). 
In Baltimore, McNees (1987) reviewed a live Ce´ilı´ dance session, interviewing 
dancers and describing the experience as “…an easy to learn, very social kind or 
dancing…” (p. N8). A prominent feature of a Ce´ilı´ dance is the energy of the music 
“which almost demands that you get up and participate” (McNees, 1987, p. N8). One 
dancer compared the social components of Ce´ilı´ dancing to ballroom dancing stating, 
“It's group dancing, not couples dancing, so you're more or less forced to be sociable” 
(McNees, 1987, p. N8). Another dancer attributed the social nature of Ce´ilı´ dancing to 
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the Irish stating, “’A Ce´ilı´ works best where you feel that quality of intimacy and 
familiarity so important to the Irish’” (McNees, 1987, p. N9). 
Movement Analysis 
History and Development 
Rudolf Laban was an early movement analyst who had a significant influence on 
the practice of assessment in dance/movement therapy (DMT). He was interested in how 
human behavior, psyche, personality, and experience and linked to movement. Through 
observing and working with factory workers, sick children and adults, students, teachers, 
doctors, and artists, he devised a system of analyzing, describing, and notating 
movement. This system, called Labanotation was first used to examine movement 
qualities of factory workers and is currently used to record movement such as dance 
sequences in choreography. It is also particularly useful in group interaction studies in 
that the “degree to which the whole body is incorporated into the activity can also help 
define the degree of interaction” (Bartenieff, 1980, p. 129). 
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) developed from Labanotation and is a system 
that describes particular features in movement and how the movement is executed. LMA 
is commonly used in the field of DMT because it focuses on the “flow of the movement 
rather than a series of positions presented in a movement sequence” (Brennan, 1980, p. 
287).Through observing and recording the dynamic and spatial elements of movement 
within sessions or assessments, notation can help DMT therapists choose the most 
appropriate movement sequences to accommodate treatment goals (Schmais, 1974). 
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Assessment is described as “how the body uses ‘effort’ and how it is related to 
space and shape patterns of movement” (North, 1975, p. 7). Assessment distinguishes 
movement between expressive and coping meaning that some movements may be 
detached from emotional involvement and other movements may be more functional. 
Various approaches to movement analysis can be highly sophisticated to accommodate 
particular data for research projects, but may only be applicable to those particular 
projects (Brennan, 1980). 
Movement description is important for the process of interpreting and evaluating 
dance and helps to synthesize observation and contextual knowledge in research 
(Brennan, 1980). Movement assessment may be used for vocational purposes, in therapy, 
or research. When observing the movement of an individual or group, several factors 
should be taken into consideration, such as use of the body, where the body moves in 
space, and movement quality and style. It is not necessary to notate every single 
movement, rather the patterns that are repeated or part of an individual’s repertoire. The 
body “speaks clearly” and much of our communication is recognized and understood on 
this non-verbal level (North, 1975, p. 6). 
Various Methods of Movement Analysis 
Various methods of movement analysis have developed based on Labanotation, as 
Laban’s followers chose to take his work in different directions. Each theorist chose to 
analyze movement in a different manner depending on his/her purpose for analysis. 
In the early 1930’s Judith Kestenberg (1999), founder of the Kestenberg 
Movement Profile (KMP) became interested in how psyche and soma were related to 
movement. After studying medicine in Vienna, she moved to New York to study Laban’s 
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work with Irmgard Bartenieff and Warren Lamb. Over many years and collaboration the 
Kestenberg Movement Profile (KMP) was created in which Laban-anchored movement 
language provided a focus for coding movement qualities in accordance with therapeutic 
goals. In the KMP concepts of Laban and collaborators were combined with theories of 
psychological development. 
Kestenberg (1999) believed that the use of movement analysis for psychological 
assessment and treatment was based on an understanding of the mind, emotions, and 
body as integrated and interacting systems. The KMP is used to access information about 
drives, objects relations, ego development, the superego, and defense mechanisms within 
the individual. The developmental basis of the KMP can provide researchers with the 
non-verbal foundations of relational development. It offers movement descriptions and a 
framework that begin with early infant-caregiver interactions evolving into more 
multidimensional and complex interactions. 
Marion North (1975) developed a movement analysis framework to identify 
personality characteristics deriving from Laban’s work. She identified various personality 
characteristics associated with movement style, preference, and repertoire. Case studies 
were described with various treatment goals and/or movement suggestions for each 
individual. She also reviewed and discussed significant milestones in the development of 
movement analysis and research. 
Alan Lomax (1971) created the system of Choreometrics in collaboration with 
Irmgard Bartenieff and Forrestine Paulay to examine movement style cross-culturally, as 
he felt previous analysis systems did not take cultural differences into consideration. 
Choreometrics is defined as “the study of dance and movement style as a measure of 
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society” (Lomax, 1971, p. 3). Researchers collected films from different cultures around 
the world to study various movement styles. Movement qualities speed, size, and 
dimension were examined in the films. The Choreometrics rating scales were made up of 
movement similarities identified in all film segments. The scales were then applied to a 
sample of films from all the continents included in the study so dances could be rated on 
similar scales. Then the scales that were most efficient in sorting human behaviors into 
culturally significant classes were kept. According to Lomax (1971), the Choreometrics 
model served two functions for all individuals. The first was identification in which the 
individual understands his/her culture within in its communicative systems. The second 
was synchrony which forms and molds the dynamic qualities in which members of a 
culture interact. 
In 1976 a group of Labanotation followers met at Ohio State University to 
develop a more suitable method of describing dance style elaborating as they felt 
previous methods were insufficient. Participants viewed Water Study, one of the first 
works choreographed by early modern dancer Doris Humphrey and identified five 
important structural and qualitative movement aspects within the piece: spatial levels, 
shape-flow, effort qualities, group formations, and group relationships (Pforsich, 1978). 
Various Movement Assessment Categories 
Within DMT and movement analysis systems particular movement qualities are 
associated with psychological and developmental tasks, thus it is important to define such 
qualities. Movement quality is defined as “…an aspect of behavior and can be considered 
a product of learning, metabolism, perception of the environment…” (Dell, 1977, p. 12). 
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One of the primary ways in which movement qualities are defined is through 
Laban’s concept of Effort. Effort Qualities identify and define the qualitative 
characteristics of movement and are made up of four factors: Flow, Space, Weight, and 
Time, each defined by two extremes. 
The first factor is flow which is associated with emotions and feelings, thus use of 
flow may be an indication of an individual’s emotional state. According to Kestenberg 
(1999), bound flow is associated with restraint, caution, anger, fear, or displeasure. A 
high intensity of bound flow may immobilize movement while a low intensity of bound 
flow may constrain movement. The use of bound flow introduces the element of control 
and thus is used in stopping movement. Free flow is associated with spontaneity and ease 
which may accompany happiness or pleasure. 
The second factor is space which is associated with focus, thus use of space may 
indicate the nature of an individual’s attention (Kestenberg, 1999). Direct movement 
occurs when spatial attention is pinpointed, channeled, or single-focused while indirect 
movement consists of overlapping shifts among various foci (Dell, 1977). 
The third factor is weight which is associated with a sense of self, thus use of 
weight may indicate an individual’s intention (Kestenberg, 1999). Strong weight may 
involve a forceful or pressured intensity while lightness may involve a withdrawn or light 
quality (Dell, 1977). 
The fourth factor is time which Laban identified in the extremes of quickness or 
sustainment. Quickness accompanies fast-paced patterns while sustainment accompanies 
slow-paced patterns (Dell, 1977). Kestenberg (1999) felt that quickness and sustainment 
were more accurately defined using the terms acceleration and deceleration as 
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acceleration increases the pace of movement while deceleration decreases the pace of 
movement. 
Another important LMA contributor was Warren Lamb who developed the 
concept of Shape during his work with Laban in the 1950's. Shaping refers to how the 
body adapts, flows, and accesses movement in response to environmental stimuli. 
Shaping may provide information about how one copes with the environment and 
interactions with others (Brennan, 1980). Shaping occurs in a variety of ways, depending 
upon the intentions of the individual. When shaping is directional, it allows the individual 
to extend body boundaries between the self and others without physical contact. 
Directional shaping is often used to locate objects in space or give directions. When 
shaping occurs in three-dimensional planes, it reflects an individual’s attitude concerning 
interpersonal relationships and environmental stimuli (Kestenberg, 1999). 
The concept of reach space refers to how close to or far away from the body a 
movement occurs. The three areas of reach space are: near, intermediate, and far from the 
body. Reach space is associated with an individual’s “personal kinesphere” which is the 
space around the body that may be accessed without moving in space (Dell, 1977, p. 47). 
Another concept in movement analysis is planes which represent dimensions of 
one’s kinesphere. There are three planes in which the body accesses: the vertical, 
horizontal, and sagittal planes. The vertical plane is referred to as the “door plane” and 
involves the tasks of evaluation, presentation, and confrontation. The horizontal plane is 
referred to as the “table plane” and involves the task of communication. The sagittal 
plane is referred to as the “wheel plane” and involves the tasks of anticipation, initiation 
of action, or carrying out of operations (Kestenberg, 1999). Posture and gesture are also 
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important indicators in movement analysis. Posture refers to the use of the whole body in 
movement while gesture refers to specific body parts involved in movement. 
Rhythm is another observable aspect important to movement analysis. More 
specifically, Kestenberg (1999) identified the concept of tension flow rhythms, referring 
to alterations in muscle movements that create discernable patterns. Such patterns are 
made up of free and bound flow and correspond with stages of child development. For 
example, in each stage of development children display particular tension flow rhythms 
that relate to developmental tasks and patterns. Tension flow rhythm can be observed 
through repetitive movement, speech patterns, or bodily functions. Each phase of 
development involves two rhythmic patterns: fighting and indulging. Fighting rhythmic 
patterns are aggressive and differentiating while indulging rhythmic patterns are 
accommodating and mobilizing. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
Design of the study 
This study was a qualitative instrumental single group case study design which 
investigated the social interactions and experiences of participants engaged in learning 
and practicing an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance. 
Location of Study 
The study was conducted at a private fitness club in an urban setting within a 
large east coast city. 
Time Period for Study 
The time period for activation of this study was October 1, 2008 to June 1, 2009. 
The time period for data collection was October 24, 2008 through November 14, 2008. 
The four dance/movement therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions occurred on 
Friday evenings lasting one hour each. 
Enrollment Information 
Due to the structure of The Fairy Reel, the study called for a minimum of 6 
participants. Participants were required to be between the ages of 18-55 and there were 
no restrictions on gender or ethnicity. 
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Subject Type 
Participants were members of and/or employees at the fitness club and physically 
able to participate in Ce´ilı´ dancing. Participants were not screened for psychological 
health or pathology. 
Subject Source 
Participants were recruited from a variety of the classes offered at the fitness club. 
These classes included Spinning, Kickboxing, Pilates, Yoga, and Capoeira. The DMT 
modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions took place in a studio inside the fitness club. This studio 
had a floor designed for impact and weight-bearing activities. 
Recruitment 
The researcher recruited participants through verbal announcements before 
scheduled fitness classes. Recruitment classes were selected according to the researcher’s 
schedule and permission from class instructors. The researcher made a brief 
announcement and distributed recruitment response forms to fitness class members 
(Appendix F). All fitness class members were asked to complete recruitment response 
forms indicating whether or not they were interested in participating in the study, 
however some chose not to accept a form. Those interested in participating in the study 
were asked to provide the researcher with a phone number. 
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Participant Inclusion Criteria 
Participants were from 18-55 years old, members of and/or employees at the 
fitness club, and physically able to participate in Ce´ilı´ dancing. All fitness club 
members and employees had previously signed a health waiver attesting to their ability to 
participate in physical activity. 
Participant Exclusion Criteria 
Participants with certain physical disabilities or health conditions preventing them 
from participating in the Ce´ilı´ dance sessions were excluded. This factor was not an 
issue during recruitment because participants self-screened for physical disabilities or 
health conditions by reading the recruitment response form. Some examples of physical 
disabilities or health conditions that prohibited inclusion were physical injuries to the 
lower extremities, heart disease, and/or exercise-induced conditions such as asthma. 
Participants with previous performance and/or competitive Ce´ilı´ dance experience were 
excluded due to previous connections, experiences, and insights to the purpose of the 
study, though this was not an issue during recruitment. 
Investigational Methods and Procedures  
Structure of the Dance/Movement Therapy Modified Ce´ilı´ Dance Sessions 
Before starting the actual DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions the researcher 
piloted a session and several interview questions with fellow graduate program DMT 
classmates for suggestions and feedback. There were four DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance 
sessions lasting one hour each in which research participants learned and practiced The 
Fairy Reel, an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance (Appendix H). The sessions were taught similarly to a 
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traditional Ce´ilı´ dance class with less emphasis on Irish dance technique. The sessions 
were unique in that they included a warm-up, cool-down, and discussion which are 
common components of DMT sessions. The dance was taught in a non-competitive 
manner and the pace of each session was based on the group’s progress and feedback. 
The DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions began with a brief explanation of the 
study. Then the instructor/researcher led a semi-guided individual, physical, and social 
warm-up in which participants were encouraged to engage in self-expressive movements 
and stretches. The instructor/researcher provided movement modeling, directions, and 
suggestions, encouraging self and group awareness, similar to a DMT warm-up. The 
music used during this segment of the session was from the genre of Celtic or World, but 
soothing in nature as the instructor/researcher wished to encourage participants to 
“check-in” with themselves and their bodies. 
Following the warm-up, participants practiced the Promenade and side-steps, 
primary steps danced in The Fairy Reel. Participants practiced these steps in a line and 
facing the mirrors behind the instructor/researcher. Participants were informed that 
precise mastery of Irish dance form and style was not necessary for participation in the 
study. 
The Fairy Reel was then introduced figure by figure, according to the group’s 
progress and feedback. Participants walked through the formation of each figure and then 
attempted dancing it with the Promenade and side-steps. After participants appeared more 
comfortable with a figure, they attempted dancing it to full speed music. Full speed Irish 
dance music was either traditional or from the shows Riverdance and Lord of the Dance 
and lively and energetic in nature. After full speed trials figures were periodically 
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reviewed in sequence because participants appeared to have difficulty remembering their 
order and the transitions between them. As participants appeared more comfortable with 
new material, the instructor/researcher provided less verbal instruction and movement 
modeling. 
Each DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance session ended with a semi-guided individual, 
physical, and social cool-down, in which participants were encouraged to engage in self-
expressive movements and stretches. Music used during the cool-down was similar to the 
warm-up music and soothing in nature as participants were encouraged slow down and 
recover from the session. The cool-down was followed by a brief discussion in which 
participants made summary comments or asked questions related to session content. This 
process was similar to that of closure in a DMT session in which the therapist attempts to 
conclude, summarize, and transition out of the session experience. 
Informed Consent 
Before the first session, participants signed a consent form in which they were 
informed of their rights (Appendix G). These rights included confidentiality, the right to 
leave the study at any point without questioning, and an understanding of the possible 
health risks and injuries involved from participation in Ce´ilı´ dancing. Participants were 
made aware that the group interview would be recorded and that all recorded material 
would be kept confidential. Each participant was asked if he/she had an understanding of 
the consent form and participation in the study. Participants signed two consent forms 
and after they were signed, one was given to the participant and the other was stored in a 
locked, secure file in the Hahnemann Creative Arts in Therapy offices. 
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Data Collection 
Three forms of data collection were used. The first form of data described The 
Fairy Reel as it was practiced by participants through a dance style analysis which 
focused on specific movement elements selected for their relevancy to the research 
question (Appendix A). The second form of data was the instructor/researcher’s notes 
documenting her observations and experiences of interactional events during each of the 
dance sessions (Appendix B). The third form of data was an audio-recorded group 
interview conducted by the instructor/researcher following the final dance session which 
inquired about participants’ social experience over the course of the dance sessions 
(Appendix E). 
Data Collection One 
The researcher described The Fairy Reel through a dance style analysis coding 
sheet (Blum, et al., 1976) which focused on specific movement elements selected for 
their relevancy to the research question (Appendix A). The dance style analysis was 
based on Laban Movement Analysis which is often categorized into the structure of 
BESSI: Body, Effort Qualities, Shape, Space, and Interaction. The section of Interaction 
was added to the dance style analysis for relevance to the study which included 
contributions from the field of non-verbal communication research (Birdwhistell, 1970). 
The form was modified to highlight areas of the coding sheet that pertained to DMT and 
reformatted for publishing purposes. 
Data Collection Two 
The instructor/researcher took notes documenting her observations and 
experiences of interactional events during each of the dance sessions (Appendix B). The 
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notes focused specifically on movement qualities, verbal and non-verbal communication, 
and social interaction among participants and with the instructor/researcher. The notes 
did not refer to any participant by name. The instructor/researcher initially planned to 
notate specific movement components of The Fairy Reel through motif writing. This 
form was intended to aide in tracking her notes to the session structure, but proved 
cumbersome and did not aid note-taking thus was eliminated from data collection two. 
Data Collection Three 
The instructor/researcher conducted a 40 minute audio-recorded, semi-structured 
group interview following the final dance session which inquired about participants’ 
social experience over the course of the dance sessions (Appendix E). All recorded 
material was kept confidential. The researcher used a group interview guide (Appendix 
C) that contained some questions inquiring about participants’ social experience and 
others that were more open-ended to capture other elements of their experiences. The 
digital audio-recordings were transcribed by the researcher in a private area and then 
destroyed. 
Data Storage 
The digital audio-recordings and transcribed document were stored in a locked 
cabinet in the office of the Primary Investigator without identifying information. After 
the data was analyzed the researcher destroyed the digital audio-recordings by deleting 
them from the digital audio-recorder. 
Data Analysis 
The instructor/researcher summarized highlights of the dance style analysis, notes 
documenting her observations and experiences of interactional events, and group 
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interview themes into a case study report. The final case narrative identified and 
connected similar themes from the three data sources. 
Operational Definitions of Terms, Concepts, Variables 
DMT Modified Ce´ilı´ Dance Session: 
The DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions were taught similarly to a traditional 
Ce´ilı´ dance class however there was less emphasis on Irish dance technique. 
Participants were informed that precise mastery of Irish dance style and form was not 
necessary for participation in the study. The sessions were unique in that they included a 
warm-up, cool-down, and discussion which are common components of DMT sessions. 
The dance was taught in a non-competitive manner and the pace of each session was 
based on the group’s progress and feedback.  
Social Interaction: 
For purposes of this study, social interaction broadly encompasses communication 
between participants verbally or non-verbally through rhythm, synchrony, eye contact, 
physical contact, gestures of the arms and legs, and/or use of space. 
Possible Risks and Discomforts to Subjects 
Participants may have experienced muscle soreness and/or fatigue as a result of 
the physical requirement in Ce´ilı´ dancing. However, most individuals experience 
soreness for only 24 hours after the first or second session. 
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Special Precautions to Minimize Risks or Hazards 
The instructor/researcher encouraged participants to stretch and mobilize their 
bodies during the warm-up and cool-down to prevent possible muscle soreness. The 
instructor/researcher also suggested that participants wear appropriate exercise shoes, 
clothing, and undergarments in order to prevent slipping and discomfort during the 
sessions. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
The dance/movement therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions appeared to 
support social interaction and the development of social relationships among participants 
over the duration of the study. This chapter summarizes and highlights the findings 
regarding social interaction within each data source individually. First the recruitment 
process and context of the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions are described. Then the 
three data sources are summarized and highlighted individually: the dance style analysis, 
the instructor/researcher’s observations and experiences of interactional events, and the 
group interview. A final case study narrative follows which integrates and triangulates 
themes that arose from the three data sources. The instructor/researcher will refer to 
herself in first person throughout the following chapter. 
Context of the DMT Modified Ce´ilı´ Dance Sessions 
Recruitment for the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions and the sessions 
themselves took place in a private fitness club in an urban setting within a large east coast 
city. Fitness club members had access to exercise equipment such as treadmills and 
elliptical machines and could participate in various fitness classes offered throughout the 
day. There were two studios in which different classes took place: one designated for 
Spinning and the other designated for classes such as Yoga and Pilates. Participants for 
this study were recruited from five fitness classes selected according to my schedule and 
permission from class instructors. These classes were Spinning, Kickboxing, Pilates, 
Yoga, and Capoeira. The recruitment classes were notable in their differences, especially 
in how they responded to my announcement. The Capoeira and Yoga class instructors 
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were highly supportive during my announcement and encouraged class participants to 
accept recruitment response forms. However the instructors and participants from other 
fitness classes did not appear attentive to my presence in the studio, let alone engaged in 
listening to my announcement. 
The DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions were scheduled on four successive 
Fridays in the fall for one hour each. The sessions took place in a spacious studio that 
contained exercise equipment such as Yoga mats, light weights, and punching bags. The 
DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions were conduced similarly to traditional Ce´ilı´ dance 
classes in that participants learned and practiced The Fairy Reel. The sessions were 
unique in that they included a warm-up, cool-down, and discussion which are common 
components of DMT sessions. 
Precise mastery of Irish dance form and style was not necessary for participation 
in the study and the dance was taught in a non-competitive manner. Participants were not 
required to engage in the high intensity of leg lifting, rising on the toes, and straight 
posture seen in traditional performance and competitive Irish dancing. An Coimisiún le 
Rincí Gaelacha: The Irish Dancing Commission (2003) addressed this issue declaring, 
“Adults, on the other hand, prefer a moderate Tempo, as they have not the physical 
strength necessary for our lively, energetic dances when taken at a quick pace” (p. 2). The 
pace of each session was based on the group’s progress and feedback. 
The study consisted of 6 participants: four women and two men. Demographic 
data was not collected however participants appeared to be in their early to mid-twenties 
and thirties. Participants spent 4 weeks learning The Fairy Reel which is a “six-hand” 
Irish Ce´ilı´ dance. Celtic, World, and Irish Dance music were used throughout the 
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sessions but varied in tempo and nature according to the goals of each session segment. 
More traditional and faced-paced music was used when practicing The Fairy Reel, while 
more modern and New Age selections were used for warm-up and cool-down due to their 
soothing qualities. 
Dance Style Analysis 
I described The Fairy Reel through a dance style analysis coding sheet (Blum, et 
al., 1976) which focused on specific movement elements selected for their relevancy to 
the research question (Appendix A). The dance style analysis was based on Laban 
Movement Analysis which is often categorized into the structure of BESSI: Body, Effort 
Qualities, Shape, Space, and Interaction. The section of Interaction was added to the 
dance style analysis for relevance to the study which included contributions from the 
field of non-verbal communication research (Birdwhistell, 1970). 
I first completed the dance style analysis of The Fairy Reel through kinaesthetic 
recall, but found that due to her familiarity with the dance she felt uncertain categorizing 
various movement qualities. She then viewed a film of The Fairy Reel on the internet to 
complete remaining movement categories from an observer perspective. I also asked 
several fellow graduate program DMT classmates to observe the film and provide input 
for the categories of Effort Qualities, States, and Drives. 
The following summarizes and highlights pertinent movement and interactional 
aspects of The Fairy Reel within the dance style analysis coding sheet: 
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General Impression 
The Fairy Reel consists of two male dancers and four female dancers in a square 
formation, the male dancers in the center of each line. During each figure of the dance the 
square formation changes into various circle or row configurations. Two primary steps 
are performed within the formations: the Promenade Step and the side-step. The 
Promenade Step travels forward and backward and resembles skipping. The side-step 
travels to either side and is similar to a grapevine. 
Body 
Overall the dance is gestural with few postural variations. The torso is held as one 
unit and verticality is stressed. The lower body is consistently dancing the Promenade and 
side-steps while upper body movements involve holding hands or linking arms with other 
dancers. When holding hands the arms are held at elbow height and close to the body. 
The lower body is held tightly with a narrow base and the feet are turned out. The toes 
are always extended and weight is constantly transferred evenly over both feet. The limbs 
are primarily parallel symmetrical throughout the dance however personal upper body 
symmetry is periodically disturbed to create group symmetry. Most movement 
(especially upper body movement) is initiated peripherally and followed centrally. The 
most active body parts are the legs and arms. The head, neck, trunk, and thighs are held. 
The body parts that lead or guide movement are the legs and arms and they move 
simultaneously within phrases. 
Effort Qualities 
Lightness and direct attention to space are pervasive throughout the dance. The 
arms move quickly into held positions maintained by bound flow. Attributes of flow are 
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steady, even, and highly intense with abrupt changes. Movement phrasing varies between 
impulsive and even. Phrases are predominantly organized consecutively. States apparent 
within The Fairy Reel are Mobile and Awake. 
Shape 
Most arm movements are directional in a spoke-like manner. Dancers do not 
shape their bodies to the environment or access shape-flow support through breath. 
Space 
In the first half of The Fairy Reel dancers primarily use near reach space. As the 
dance progresses, spatial formations become more complex and dancers use middle and 
far reach space to connect. Most actions take place in front and to the side of the body at 
middle and high levels. In The Fairy Reel little space is covered in relation to the defined 
area. Spatial paths predominantly move forward and backward, but also to the side, in a 
circle, and revolving on a center. Most movement occurs on the vertical or horizontal 
plane. 
Interaction 
Throughout the figures dancers are usually in very close proximity and never 
more than an arm’s length away from each other. Dancers are usually face-to-face or 
side-by-side and hold hands either in front of or at the sides of the body. Dancers look 
straight ahead at all times and share the task of creating various formations within 
specific phrasing constraints of the music. Dancers are always performing Promenade 
and side-steps in synchrony and attempt to raise their arms and hold hands in time with 
the music. 
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Instructor/Researcher’s Observations and Experiences of Interactional Events 
I took notes documenting my observations and experiences of interactional events 
during each of the dance sessions (Appendix B). The notes focused specifically on 
movement qualities, verbal and non-verbal communication, and social interaction among 
participants and myself. The interactional events were documented according to the 
structural components of the sessions. The pre-session and post-session periods were 
unstructured in which participants shared space outside the boundaries of the formal 
sessions. The warm-up and cool-down at the beginning and end of each session were 
semi-structured and involved some expressive movement. The dancing/teaching process 
was highly structured to learn and practice The Fairy Reel. Tables 1-4 organize the 
structural components and interactional processes of a session in a session-by-session 
format:
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Table 1 
Session #1 Structure & Interactional Process 
Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
7. Structure: None 
8. Pre-Session 
9. Distribution of consent forms 
10. Post-Session 
11. Structure: Semi-structured 
12. Introduction to dance form & 
history 
13. Warm-up 
14. Jumping Exercise 
15. Cool-down  
16. Discussion 
17. Structure: Structured 
18. Introduction: Promenade Step 
19. Introduction: Figure A 
20. Introduction: Side-step 
21. Review: Figure A 
22.  
23. Interactional Process: 
24. Placing belongings in room; 
individual activity; 
Participant B used punching 
bag; some questions to 
instructor; enthusiastic 
greeting between E & F 
 
25. 1:1 instructor/participant 
interaction 
 
27.  
28. Interactional Process: 
29. Attention to instructor 
 
30. Attention to instructor’s movement 
modeling; attention to others’ 
movements 
 
31. Energetic investment; laughter 
following exercise 
 
35.  
36. Interactional Process: 
37. Focus on execution of steps; questions to instructor 
concerning correct form; laughter following full speed 
trials 
 
38. Focus on execution of steps; Participant B joked about 
using partners for balance in reaction to uneasiness with 
physical contact; attention to instructor; little eye contact; 
Participant B closed eyes during full speed trial 
 
39. Focus on execution of steps; questions to instructor; 
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Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
26. Several formal introductions; 
some conversation; 
individual activity; 
Participant E used punching 
bag 
32. Returned to warm-up locations 
 
33. Attention to instructor’s movement 
modeling; attention to others’ 
movements 
 
34. Participants contributed comments 
& shared similar experiences 
Participant F request to try side-step full speed; laughter 
following full speed trials 
 
40. Playful “kick” between Participants E & F; questions to 
instructor 
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Table 2 
Session #2 Structure & Interactional Process 
Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
Structure: None 
41. Pre-Session 
42. Post-Session 
 
Structure: Semi-structured 
43. Warm-up 
44. Cool-down 
45. Discussion 
 
Structure: Structured 
46. Review: Promenade Step 
47. Review: Figure A 
48. Review: side-step 
49. Introduction: Figure B 
50. Introduction: Figure D 
51. Introduction: Figure E 
 
Interactional Process: 
52. Placing belongings in room; 
individual activity; some 
interaction while stretching; 
Participant E used punching 
bag 
 
53. Participants E & F 
conversed while using 
exercise equipment; some 
brief conversation 
 
Interactional Process: 
54. Less attention to instructor’s 
movement modeling; closed eyes 
during neck rolls; less attention to 
others’ movements; engagement in 
variations of instructor’s verbal 
suggestions 
 
55. Returned to warm-up locations; 
less attention to instructor’s 
movement modeling; less attention 
to others’ movements; instructor 
provided fewer verbal directions & 
Interactional Process: 
57. Focus on execution of steps 
 
58. Acceptance of instructor within formaiton due to absent 
participants; more eye contact after repetitions 
 
59. Questions & comments to instructor; attention to & 
comments concerning correct dance form 
 
60. Focus on execution of steps; Participant E & F request to 
try figure full speed; less eye contact; laughter following 
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Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
suggestions 
 
56. Participant E & F requested 
continued lessons after study 
full speed trials 
 
61. Participant D & F noticed dance structure inconsistency & 
suggested modification; laughter at end of sequence; 
comments concerning difficulty of figure 
 
62. Participant E refered to Slip Sides as “slip n’ slide” & 
receved laughter from group 
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Table 3 
Session #3 Structure & Interactional Process 
Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
Structure: None 
1. Pre-Session 
2. Post-Session 
 
Structure: Semi-structured 
1. Warm-up 
2. Cool-down 
3. Discussion 
 
Structure: Structured 
1. Review: Promenade & side-step combination 
2. Introduction/Review: Figure B 
3. Review: Figure A-D 
4. Introduction/Review: Figure E 
5. Introduction: Figure F 
Note: In Figure F female participants remain still while 
male participants link arms & dance in the center 
 
Interactional Process: 
1. Placing belongings in room; 
individual activity; some 
interaction while stretching; 
Participant B used punching 
bag 
2. Some converstaion; 
Participants E & F 
conversed while Participnat 
E used punching bag; 
Participant B used punching 
bag 
 
Interactional Process: 
1. Less attention to instructor’s 
movement modeling; closed eyes 
during neck rolls; instructor 
provided fewer verbal directions 
& suggestions; less attention to 
conformity (2 participants 
remained standing when group 
sat) 
2. Returned to warm-up locations; 
laughter continued from previous 
full speed trial of figure; appeared 
internally focused; instructor 
provided fewer verbal directions 
& suggestions 
Interactional Process: 
1. Focus on execution of steps 
2. Focus on execution of steps & feet; little eye contact 
3. Participants noticed dance structure inconsistency & 
suggested modification; instructor provided less movement 
modeling 
4. Instructor’s use of physical contact to direct participants 
through full speed trial 
5. Instructor suggested modification to physical contact & 
Participant E humorously insisted on performing figure 
authentically; supportive laughter from female participants 
during male participants’ portion of figure 
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Table 4 
Session #4 Structure & Interactional Process 
Pre-Session/Post-Session Warm-up/Cool-down Dancing/Teaching Structure 
Structure: None 
1. Pre-Session 
2. Group Interview 
3. Post-Session 
 
Structure: Semi-structured 
1. Warm-up 
2. Cool-down 
3. Discussion 
 
Structure: Structured 
1. Review: Promenade & side-step combination 
2. Review: Figure A-F 
3. Introduction: Figure G 
Note. Participants don’t engage in physical contact 
4. Review: Figure A-G 
5. Introduction: Figure H-I 
6. Performance of The Fairy Reel 
Interactional Process: 
1. Placing belongings in 
room; individual activity; 
some interaction while 
stretching; Participant E 
used punching bag 
2. Participants appeared 
hesitant at start of 
interview; energetic 
investment in discussion; 
laughter following most 
comments 
3. Participants E & F 
remained in studio; 
participants said “good-
bye” to each other 
Interactional Process: 
1. Appeared internally focused; less 
attention to instructor’s 
movement modeling; less 
attention to conformity; some 
participants appeared tense 
2. Participants chose different 
locations within the circle; 
appeared internally focused; 
instructor did not provide verbal 
directions & suggestions; little 
attention to instructor’s 
movement modeling 
Interactional Process: 
1. Verbal review from instructor 
2. Less attention to instructor; instructor provided less verbal 
directions & movement modeling; laughter following full 
speed trials 
3. Focus on execution of steps 
4. Participants independently reviewed sequence; supportive 
laughter during male participant’s portion of figure; 
Participant B suggested modification to complete figure 
5. Participants laughed in response to Participant E’s struggle 
& exaggeration of height during Arches 
6. Smiling, laughter, & eye contact throughout trials; request to 
perform dance final time 
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The following summarizes and highlights my notes documenting my observations 
and experiences of interactional events during each of the dance sessions: 
Development of an Interactional Rhythm 
There was a basic interactional rhythm to each session. During the first segment 
of the dance/teaching structure, participants practiced the Promenade and side-steps in a 
line behind me in front of the mirror. Then participants slowly walked through figures of 
The Fairy Reel. During this time participants initially appeared focused on their feet or 
my movement modeling and made little eye contact. After several repetitions of new 
material, they tried figures to full speed music. Full speed trials were often difficult for 
participants because of the fast-paced nature of the steps. Figures were also periodically 
reviewed in sequence because participants had difficulty transitioning between them and 
remembering their order. After full speed trials participants generally broke into laughter, 
relaxed their postures, and moved out of their spatial formations as they struggled to keep 
up with the timing of the music. Then they usually returned to their positions as I 
approached the group to reinitiate the next learning task. 
Increased Interaction Pre and Post-Session 
In the unstructured pre and post-sessions participants increasingly engaged in 
informal social interactions over time. While preparing for the first session participants 
were quiet, however Participant E and F enthusiastically greeted each other as they were 
already acquainted from a fitness class. With the exception of this exchange participants 
did not interact with each other. Over the course of the study, participants began engaging 
in conversation while stretching pre-session. Likewise, post-session participants began 
engaging in brief conversation before using exercise equipment or leaving the studio. 
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Use of Humor and Laughter 
Laugher was part of the interactional rhythm throughout the sessions. After full 
speed trials participants generally broke into laughter and smiled as they attempted to 
keep up with the timing of the music and remember the steps. Participants also used 
laughter supportively at times when they struggled to perform certain sequences. For 
example male participants had trouble learning the sequence in which they linked arms 
and danced the Promenade Step in a circle. At this time the dance structure required 
female participants to stand still, however they laughed at the male participants 
flirtatiously and supportively. This in turn caused male participants to laugh and 
exaggerate their mistakes while dancing. During the third session participants were so 
engaged in this experience that they continued to laugh while transitioning to cool-down. 
One participant seemed to alleviate awkward moments within the sessions 
through humor. When participants struggled to learn particular segments of the dance, 
Participant E often provided comedic relief with his commentary. For instance, during 
Figure H Participant E struggled to pass through the arch created by his partners due to 
his height. He exaggerated this movement by ducking under the arch excessively, causing 
the group to laugh. Also, during the introduction to Slip Sides, Participant E referred to 
the figure as “slip n’ slide” receiving laughter from the group. 
Engagement in Non-Verbal Interaction 
When learning new material, participants initially appeared focused on their feet 
or my movement modeling and made little eye contact. As they appeared more 
comfortable with the steps and formations, participants engaged in more eye contact and 
smiled at each other while dancing. When dancing figures full speed, one participant 
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appeared uncomfortable making eye contact and would close his eyes. As the sessions 
progressed, he eventually made eye contact with other participants during full speed 
trials. 
Increased Comfort with Self-Expression 
Over the course of the sessions participants gradually appeared more comfortable 
with self-expressive and improvisational movement in the warm-up. As the sessions 
progressed, participants also appeared less aware of others’ movements and more 
individually focused. In response to this change I gave participants fewer verbal 
directions and suggestions, however continued to provide movement modeling. 
Less Attention to Conformity 
Initially, during the warm-up participants conformed to group patterns by 
stretching similar body parts or standing and sitting simultaneously. As the sessions 
progressed, participants appeared less concerned with conforming to these patterns. For 
instance, by the third session warm-up some participants remained standing while the rest 
of the group chose to sit. During the last session cool-down participants also chose 
different locations within the circle in comparison to their original locations throughout 
the study. 
Reactions to Physical Contact 
Physical contact was determined by the dance structure which involved 
participants holding hands throughout most of the figures. The first time physical contact 
was introduced participants appeared uncomfortable. Participant B made an attempt to 
lighten the mood at this moment by stating that he was using his partner’s arms for 
balance and the group responded with laughter. 
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Another significant reaction to physical contact occurred during Figure F in which 
male participants were required to link arms. I offered them the option of dancing a 
modified version of the sequence to avoid physical contact, as I anticipated they might 
feel uncomfortable linking arms from past teaching experiences. In response to my 
suggestion Participant E stated that if he was going to dance Figure F, he was “going to 
do it the real way” and the group responded with laughter. 
Attention to Irish Dance Form and Style 
Participants continuously asked questions concerning Irish dance form and style 
despite my reassurance that they were not required to focus on these aspects during the 
study. Participants often asked such questions during practice of the Promenade and side-
steps as they followed my movement modeling. Participants were also concerned with 
their performance of The Fairy Reel as a group. This was especially evident at the end of 
the final session when participants requested to dance The Fairy Reel in its entirety 
several additional times despite my suggestion to transition to cool-down. 
Group Problem-Solving and Support 
Participants eventually began working amongst themselves to solve problems 
within the dance. For instance, during the third session as I was adjusting the music 
volume participants verbally reviewed the order of the figures amongst themselves before 
dancing the sequence. 
Participants also made suggestions concerning the dance structure and learning 
process during the sessions. They often asked to try figures to full speed music or 
suggested solutions to problems within the dance. For example, during the final session 
male participants continued to struggle with dancing the Promenade Step in a circle. 
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Participant B suggested they skip in a circle to complete the sequence in time with the 
music. The group approved of this suggestion as it allowed them to continue learning the 
next figure. 
Group Interview 
I conducted a 40 minute audio-recorded, semi-structured group interview 
following the final dance session which inquired about participants’ social experience 
over the course of the dance sessions (Appendix E). I found common themes mentioned 
throughout the group interview. Themes consisted of two or more statements concerning 
a similar topic or a topic supported by group agreement relevant to the research question 
(Appendix D). As shown in Table 5, the group interview themes were: 
Table 5 
Group Interview Themes 
Excitement about new experiences 
Getting to know one another over time 
Non-Competitive nature of sessions 
enhanced learning investment 
Experiences within figures 
Social/gender roles within the dance 
Reactions to physical contact 
Reactions to eye contact 
Unique and difficult nature of Irish dance 
form and style 
Ce´ilı´ dancing is a group social 
experience 
Doing the “same thing” enhanced social 
connection 
Making mistakes stimulated individual 
and group responses 
The warm-up involved self-expression 
and self-consciousness 
Reactions to spatial formations 
We’ll miss each other 
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The following summarizes and highlights the themes that occurred and the nature 
of interaction during the group interview: 
While waiting for the group interview to commence participants appeared tired 
and quiet. Some participants had taken a short break while others were seated on the floor 
in a circle around the digital audio-recorder. I began the group interview by explaining 
that it was to be similar to a discussion and participants could describe their experiences 
freely, as all data would be kept confidential. 
I first asked participants to recall their thoughts and feelings during the first 
session. Several participants spoke of feeling “excited” and “nervous” to meet one 
another. One participant felt that during the first session they were more timid because 
they were not all “feeling like a group yet”. Participant E and F previously knew each 
other from a fitness class and commented on how their relationship helped them feel less 
nervous. 
Participants felt that the non-competitive nature of the sessions enhanced their 
learning investment. It was significantly challenging for participants to remember steps 
and sequences, as when first mentioned the group responded energetically in agreement. 
One participant commented, “…it’s not a competition so we’re messing up but we’re 
having a great time and learning really well.” This theme was a significant turning point 
as it seemed to engage participants more energetically and responsively throughout the 
rest of the group interview. 
Of the various figures within The Fairy Reel, participants identified Square as 
“…the most separatist part of the dance…and the most individual part as well.” On the 
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other hand, Slip Sides was considered “fun” and “hilarious” because of its fast-paced 
nature in which participants quickly changed locations throughout the formation. 
Participants humorously discussed social and gender roles within The Fairy Reel 
as the structure of Figure F required that male participants dance while female 
participants stood still. A female participant stated she enjoyed the figure because the 
males did “all the work”. One participant related the figure to his social role stating, “I’m 
used to being the guy so it was no big deal…I work. I pay bills. It’s cool.” The group 
responded to this idea with laughter. 
A significant topic for the group was participant reactions to physical contact. As 
participants walked through figures, I often paused the movement to provide further 
directions. During these moments participants were still holding hands and often debated 
whether they should continue holding hands or let go until the dancing started again. 
Apparently participants worried that letting go of their partner’s hand too early would 
result in being perceived as “stingy” or “not really friendly.” 
Another significant structure of The Fairy Reel was eye contact, as participants 
were not instructed “where to look” during trials of the dance. Some participants were 
uncomfortable making eye contact during the dance and either chose to look down or 
straight ahead. One participant was particularly uncomfortable with eye contact because 
he did not want to look at the person holding him “accountable” to his responsibilities 
within the dance. 
When asked to share their thoughts concerning Irish dance form and style, 
participants focused on the challenges of maintaining posture and endurance. One 
participant identified the posture requirement as a “structure” that helped her focus on 
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other aspects of The Fairy Reel stating, “I liked having the structure of knowing okay: 
like shoulders back, arms down, fists.” Another significant aspect of the movement style 
was the physical requirement. Participants seemed particularly aware of the energy they 
expended during the last session, as they were perspiring and breathless. 
 When asked how the sessions were different from their experiences in other 
fitness classes, participants identified Ce´ilı´ dancing as a group social experience. 
Participation in the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions involved group responsibility, 
whereas fitness classes such as Kickboxing required more individual responsibility. They 
also felt that doing the “same thing” enhanced their social connection. One participant 
identified The Fairy Reel as a “social dance” in that it brought the group “together”. 
The topic of making mistakes during the sessions stimulated various individual 
and group responses. One participant felt the nature of the sessions “was very freeing 
because you could just like make mistakes.” Another participant felt uncomfortable 
making mistakes because he felt that it affected other participants negatively. 
Participants identified the warm-up as a significant part of the session because 
they were unaccustomed to engaging in self-expressive and improvisational movement. 
They compared this concept to previous experiences in fitness classes or on sports teams 
where all participants performed similar stretches and movements during warm-ups. As 
the sessions progressed, participants stated that they grew more comfortable engaging in 
self-expressive and improvisational movement. 
Participants also identified that different spatial formations created different 
experiences within The Fairy Reel. Participants preferred the circle formation because it 
was “cohesive” and made them feel like a group. However, the line formation made some 
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participants feel competitive as it was described, “Something interesting about going 
from the circle to a line: it was really nice being able to see how we were doing in the 
mirror to practice, but also it took it…it almost made it competitive in a way.” 
Throughout the group interview participants laughed, smiled, and energetically 
contributed to the discussion. At times participants were so enthusiastic to discuss their 
experiences that they periodically interrupted each other. Participants concluded the 
group interview stating that they would miss each other and wished to schedule a 
“reunion” or continued sessions. I concluded the session congratulating and thanking 
participants for their involvement in the study. 
Final Case Study Narrative 
A final case study narrative follows which integrates and triangulates themes that 
generated from the three data sources. Some themes were derived from two data sources 
and others from single data sources that were significant to the research question. As 
shown in Table 6, the case study narrative themes were: 
Table 6 
Case Study Narrative Themes 
Participant Investment in Learning and Mastering The Fairy Reel 
Physical Contact Manifested Social Awareness and Interaction 
Repetition of the Material Facilitated Increased Eye Contact 
The Warm-Up Supported Increased Comfort with Self-Expression 
Shared Focus and Synchronous Movement Enhanced Social Connection 
The Fairy Reel is a Dance Form That Encourages Social Interaction 
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Participant Investment in Learning and Mastering The Fairy Reel 
Participants were invested in learning and mastering The Fairy Reel evident by 
their commitment to perfecting the steps and sequences. In the dance style analysis, the 
verticality of the posture and complexity of the steps were significant and unique factors. 
Though I did not focus on these aspects during instruction participants continuously 
asked me questions concerning the dance form and style. Participants were also 
concerned with their performance of The Fairy Reel as a group. This was evident by their 
initiative to ask questions and collectively solve problems during the learning process. 
Participants cared about the dance itself which led them to develop responsibility as a 
group through reviewing the steps with one another and supporting each other through 
laughter and encouragement. 
Physical Contact Manifested Social Awareness and Interaction 
As noted in the dance style analysis, dancers engaged in physical contact 
throughout most of The Fairy Reel, by holding hands or linking arms. Since the arms 
were held close to the body dancers remained considerably close to one other. 
Engagement in physical contact seemed to create both social awareness and interaction 
for the group. Initially participants appeared uncomfortable when physical contact was 
first introduced but responded with humor and lightheartedness to lighten the tension. In 
the group interview participants were highly concerned with the length of time they chose 
to hold hands during instruction. The act of letting go of a partner’s hand too early 
created anxiety over being perceived as “stingy” or “not really friendly.” This situation 
initiated decision-making and consideration as to how they might be perceived by others, 
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so much that they discussed it openly. Thus physical contact seemed to create both social 
awareness and interaction among participants. 
Repetition of the Material Facilitated Increased Eye Contact 
As noted in my observations, participants gradually engaged in more eye contact 
after repeating material and appearing more comfortable with steps and formations. The 
topic of eye contact was significant in the group interview in that participants were 
uncertain of “where to look” while learning and practicing figures. One participant 
initially closed his eyes during many full speed trials. As the sessions progressed, he too 
engaged in more eye contact and addressed this issue in the group interview.  
The Warm-Up Supported Increased Comfort with Self-Expression 
The warm-up was a significant segment of the sessions for participants in a 
variety of ways. As the sessions progressed participants gradually appeared more 
comfortable with self-expressive and improvisational movement and were less aware of 
others’ movements. Participants also appeared less concerned with conforming to group 
patterns in the warm-up. In the group interview participants identified that they were 
initially uncomfortable performing self-expressive and improvisational movement, but 
grew to appreciate it as they became more familiar with it. 
Shared Focus and Synchronous Movement Enhanced Social Connection 
It appeared that sharing a focus and engaging in synchronous movement enhanced 
participants’ social connection. In the group interview participants identified that “doing 
the same thing” made it easier to “laugh and be friendly”. On a movement level it is 
notable that in the dance style analysis participants performed Promenade and side-steps 
in synchrony throughout The Fairy Reel. They were also required to raise their arms and 
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hold hands in unison. The synchronous nature of The Fairy Reel appeared to enhance the 
social connection of participants over time. 
The Fairy Reel is a Dance Form That Encourages Social Interaction 
The form and structure of The Fairy Reel itself seemed to encourage social 
interaction among participants. This was evident in the group interview when participants 
spoke of how the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions differed from other fitness classes 
and group experiences. They identified that the group aspect of the sessions affected the 
way in which they interacted with each other and put more pressure on each individual to 
learn the material. One participant recognized, “It’s a social dance and that’s how I felt it 
brought us together.” Participants also identified that different spatial formations created 
different experiences within The Fairy Reel. Participants preferred the circle formation 
because it was “cohesive” and made them feel like a group. However, the line formation 
made some participants feel competitive as described in the group interview, “Something 
interesting about going from the circle to a line: it was really nice being able to see how 
we were doing in the mirror to practice, but also it took it…it almost made it competitive 
in a way.” 
Overall, the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions appeared to support social 
interaction and the development of social relationships among participants over the 
duration of the study. This was also evident at the end of the last session when 
participants expressed that they would miss each other and said “good-bye”. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
The discussion will first present associations between the case study narrative and 
theoretical literature. Then clinical applications, limitations, and implications for further 
research will be discussed. There were many associations between the case study 
narrative and theoretical literature however the instructor/researcher focused on concepts 
most relevant to the research question. 
The dance/movement therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions contained a 
blend of expressive and structured movement for participants. The warm-up and cool-
down provided self-expressive and improvisational movement possibilities common to 
DMT. The Fairy Reel provided structured steps and formations which set guidelines for 
physical contact, eye contact, spatial relationships, and other interactional components. In 
DMT literature, Schmais & White (1986) noted that natural structure within various 
dance forms may put limitations on movement and experience. In the study, participants 
identified that the movement limitations of Irish dance style allowed them to focus more 
on interactional factors in The Fairy Reel. Therefore the combination of expressive and 
limited movement structures may have contributed to the social bonding of the group. 
Another factor that appeared to contribute to the social bonding of the group was 
the act of learning and mastering codified steps and formations. In each session 
participants invested in accomplishing various tasks together, such as mastering steps and 
creating formations. Such elements are not commonly part of DMT sessions however 
social bonding and interaction are common goals in DMT practice. North (1975) 
recommended using a combination of structure and free form in DMT sessions because 
“as in everyday life, some things are prescribed, and others left to our own decisions” (p. 
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116). Thus the inclusion of codified steps and sequences in DMT practice may contribute 
to the desired goals of social interaction and bonding among participants. 
Throughout the sessions participants appeared to move through several stages of 
group development. This was evident in their identification of how “doing the same 
thing” enhanced their learning experience and social connection. The willingness to 
participate in a shared task is an important factor in the stage of affiliation (Schmais, 
1998). Participants also identified that they would miss each other at the end of the final 
session. Such an acknowledgement involves a certain level of trust and intimacy. It is 
significant that participants bonded in such a way after four hour-long sessions. Perhaps 
this was a result of the DMT elements included in the modified Ce´ilı´ dance form. 
It was interesting that participants were invested in learning and practicing The 
Fairy Reel as individuals and as a group. Over the course of the sessions they maintained 
a balance of focusing on learning the dance and engaging in social interaction. A 
common goal in DMT is a balance of participant attention between session task and 
social interaction, thus this pattern is significant to future DMT practice. Though this 
issue of balance is not addressed within DMT literature, it continues to be a significant 
concern for many DMT therapists. 
Laughter was a common theme in the group interview and throughout the course 
of the sessions. It is interesting that participants did not acknowledge the presence of 
laughter in the group interview. Perhaps the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions 
allowed for some forms of social bonding that may not have occurred in a traditional 
Ce´ilı´ dance class. The modified sessions may have allowed for a unique balance 
between enjoyment of the class and the task at hand. 
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Clinical Applications 
Codified Steps and Sequences May Serve Social Functions in DMT 
Since the act of learning and mastering codified steps and sequences appeared to 
enhance study participants’ social connection, such a structure might be useful in DMT 
practice. Given that social interaction is a common goal in DMT, implementing the task 
of learning and mastering codified steps and sequences may encourage this goal. In 
addition, if various spatial formations contribute to participant feelings and relationships, 
they too may be useful in DMT practice. 
Ce´ilı´ Dance as a Natural Community Support 
The findings also suggest that Ce´ilı´ dance may provide therapeutic benefits as a 
natural community support following or during clinical treatment. The recovery model, 
which is developing in mental health, encourages client utilization of natural community 
support in treatment planning and recovery. If clients in treatment can be introduced to 
social dance in a DMT modified form they may consider continuing social dance as a 
natural community support after treatment. As Kawachi & Berkman (2001) suggest, 
engagement within social networks may provide support during times of psychological 
distress. Social and/or Ce´ilı´ dance may provide such support as it has been described as 
creating “…a sense of belonging to the ‘group’…” (Hanna, 2006, 182). 
The Warm-Up May Serve as a Barometer For Engagement in Expressive Movement 
The warm-up segment may serve a barometer for how ready a group is to engage 
in expressive and improvisational movement in the DMT session. If participants readily 
engage in expressive and improvisational movement during the warm-up, it may indicate 
a readiness to engage in such movement during the session. Johnson & Sandel (1977) 
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recognize therapist anxiety surrounding the issue of balance between structure and 
improvisation within DMT groups. Such a tool may reduce therapist anxiety surrounding 
the group’s readiness to engage in a more improvisational movement structure. 
Social Dance Structure May Support Social Interaction 
If the structure of The Fairy Reel contributed to social interaction, perhaps the 
structure of dance form may be useful for DMT practice. As noted previously, the 
limitations in the structure of The Fairy Reel contributed to participants’ social 
experience, allowing for more group focus through the formations. Therefore, perhaps the 
structure within the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions may be incorporated into 
specific structures within clinical DMT practice. Such a structure does not need to be 
provided through Ce´ilı´ dance however Ce´ilı´ dance contained elements of social dance 
that facilitated particular interactional components. Other forms of social dance may also 
facilitate similar elements and structure. 
Limitations 
Limitations within this study include the generalization of the results from a 
single case study, especially in that all data were collected and analyzed by the 
researcher. The researcher may have also affected the results through her familiarity and 
previous experience with the dance form. Another limitation may be the assumption that 
the behavior and experience of a population recruited from a non-clinical setting has 
applicability for a clinical population and context. 
Other limitations may have occurred during recruitment in that only one instructor 
out of the five recruitment classes encouraged every class participant to fill out a 
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recruitment response form, even if participants did not wish to participate in the study. 
Perhaps if more class participants had received recruitment response forms, study 
participants may have been more diverse or differed in size. 
Implications For Further Research 
One topic for further research may be the exploration of the effects of codified 
steps on social bonding and interaction in DMT sessions. Since the act of learning and 
mastering steps is not a common part of DMT sessions but appeared to contribute to the 
social bonding of participants in the study, further research may be applicable to DMT 
practice as social interaction is such a common goal. 
Spatial formations within The Fairy Reel may also have contributed to 
participants’ relationships. For instance, participants preferred the circle formation in 
comparison to others (such as the line) because it created a “cohesive unit” and made 
them feel like a part of a group. More research in the area of spatial formations and their 
effects on social interaction may contribute to therapist interventions in DMT practice. 
Another area for further research may be the exploration of accessing cultural 
dance within DMT practice to better serve particular ethnic and cultural populations. As 
mentioned previously, DMT involves an improvisational movement structure which may 
be unfamiliar to various individuals and populations. Though study participants did not 
appear to have cultural associations with The Fairy Reel, the dance provided a structure 
which affected social bonding and interaction within the group. Therefore the exploration 
of the use of cultural dance forms and styles may be beneficial to various populations and 
DMT therapists. 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, the purpose of this study was to understand the connection of dance 
form, social interaction, and social experience among participants within a series of 
dance/movement therapy (DMT) modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions. The researcher was 
interested in the implications of this study for the practice of DMT. 
This study was a qualitative instrumental single group case study design which 
investigated the social interactions and experiences of participants engaged in learning 
and practicing an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance. The researcher recruited 6 fitness club members to 
participate in four DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions lasting one hour each. The 
researcher also served as instructor in teaching The Fairy Reel, an Irish Ce´ilı´ dance to 
research participants. 
Three forms of data collection were used. The first described the dance as it was 
practiced by participants through a dance style analysis. The second was the 
instructor/researcher’s notes which documented her observations and experiences of 
interactional events during each of the dance sessions. The third was an audio-recorded, 
semi-structured group interview conducted by the instructor/researcher following the 
final dance session which inquired about participants’ social experience over the course 
of the dance sessions. 
Findings suggested that the DMT modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions appeared to 
support social interaction and the development of social relationships among participants 
over the duration of the study. A final case narrative integrated and triangulated themes 
that generated from the three data sources. Some themes that generated were that shared 
focus and synchronous movement enhanced social connection and The Fairy Reel as a 
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dance form itself encouraged social interaction. Clinical applications included the 
possibility of how codified steps and sequences may serve a social function in DMT and 
that Ce´ilı´ dance may provide therapeutic benefits as a natural community support 
following or during clinical treatment. Further research may involve the exploration of 
introducing codified steps and various spatial formations into DMT sessions. 
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APPENDIX A: CODING SHEET FOR ‘CORE’ QUALITIES 
IN DANCE STYLE ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
Blum, O., Gerbes, A. Kagan, E., Pforisch, J., Venable, L., & Wachtel, I. (1976). 
Laban Analysis Research Workshop. Ohio State University. 
NAME OF FILM AND/OR PERFORMER(S): The Fairy Reel 
CULTURE: Irish 
NAME OF OBSERVER: Paige Lindsley Draper 
I. GENERAL IMPRESSION 
The Fairy Reel consists of two male dancers and four female dancers in a 
square formation, the male dancers in the center of each line. During each 
figure of the dance the square formation changes into various circle or row 
configurations. These sequences are identified as figures for organizational 
purposes. 
Two primary steps are performed within the formations: the Promenade 
Step and the side-step. The Promenade Step travels forward and backward and 
resembles skipping. The side-step travels to either side and is similar to a 
grapevine. 
The upper body is held tightly with minimal movement, only to link arms 
or hold hands with other dancers. When holding hands, the arms are held at 
elbow height and close to the body, resulting in dancers remaining 
considerably close throughout the dance. The legs are crossed and held tightly 
together with the feet turned out. Dancers are high on the toes with straight 
legs and hop, especially during the Promenade Step. 
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
a. Number of Performers: (dependent upon nature of environment/setting) 
Six per group 
 
b. Costumes: (dependent upon nature of environment/setting) 
i. In traditional Irish dance: 
Men: dress pants, dress shirt, and embroidered dance belt and/or 
sash 
Women: performance dress or skirt and blouse and embroidered 
sash 
*Shoes: “Gillies” or soft-soled shoes 
ii. Participants within the study wore: 
Men: t-shirt, shorts or exercise pants, and exercise shoes 
Women: t-shirt or sleeveless shirt, shorts or exercise pants, and 
exercise shoes or dance slippers 
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c. Purpose/Function of Dance: (recreational, religious, entertainment, 
etc.) 
Social, performance, competitive, recreational, and entertainment 
 
d. Type of Area Used: (defined, undefined, stage, etc.) 
Dependent upon nature of environment/setting 
 
e. Groupings: solo, partner (single file, line, circle, etc.) clump, scatter 
Square, line, row, and circle formations 
 
f. Type of accompaniment: 
Common instruments used in Irish dance music are the fiddle, accordion, 
bodhrán, and whistle 
 
g. Rhythm: 
metric 
non-metric 
breath, meter 
 
h. Tempo: 
slow 
moderate 
fast 
 
III. BODY ATTITUDE – the Body, Space, and Effort baseline 
a. Postural Characteristics: 
i. Stance: 
normal 
narrow base 
broad base 
knees 
(bent/straight) 
 
ii. Concave/Convex: Front – Back 
Whole torso: is held with bound flow 
Upper 
Lower 
Other 
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b. Relation to uprightness: 
neutral erect 
vertical stress 
horizontal stress 
sagittal stress 
diagonal stress 
Note predominant direction. 
 
c. Predominantly apparent Effort content: 
Bound 
Direct 
Light 
Quick (Quick actions into held positions) 
IV. ORDER OF ACTIONS – (walk, run, turn, stillness, interruption in 
dance, etc.) Use of motif writing is recommended. 
Depending upon the direction of travel within each figure, the Promenade 
and side-steps are the only steps danced within the formations 
 
V. USE of SPACE 
a. Spatial path: 
i. Type of path: 
straight (most figures) 
circular 
in place 
revolving on 
 
ii. General direction orientation: 
forward (most figures) 
backward (most figures) 
sideward 
diagonals 
 
iii. General level orientation: 
most actions are performed mid-range 
 
iv. Amount of space covered in relation to defined area: 
none 
little 
moderate 
much 
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b. Use of Kinesphere: 
i. Predominant reach space: 
near (most figures) 
middle 
far 
 
ii. Predominant action space: 
in front 
in back 
side 
diagonals 
all around 
low 
middle 
high 
 
c. Specific use of Body in relation to Kinesphere: 
i. Initiation of action: 
central (core) 
proximal 
peripheral (distal) 
transverse (midlimb) 
distal 
 
ii. Predominant type of movement after initiation: 
central 
peripheral 
transverse 
distal 
 
iii. Use of #1 and #2 above in phrasing: initiation – follow through 
action follows almost immediately after initiation 
 
d. Spatial Forms: 
i. Degrees of attention to spatial form (spatial tension): 
none 
little 
moderate 
much 
 
ii. Approach to space: 
one dimensional 
two dimensional (angular or curved) 
three dimensional (spirals, scoops, serpentine) 
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iii. Specific forms: 
Predominantly Octahedron 
Cube 
Plane 
Ichosahedron 
 
iv. Preferred dimensions/planes of action: 
Vertical 
Sagittal 
Horizontal 
 
e. Manner of creating the Spatial Form: 
i. Quality of shape changes (Modes of Shape Change): 
1. Shape Flow: 
a. only as a baseline/breath support: 
used 
not used 
frequent 
some 
rare 
 
b. as a movement mode (growing/shrinking) none 
 
2. Directional: 
arc-like 
spoke-like 
 
3. Shaping: 
carving 
gather/scatter 
none 
 
4. Spatial transition: 
vague/indefinite 
simple reversal 
angular 
curved 
looped (3 dimensional) 
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VI. USE OF BODY 
a. Body Actions: 
i. Type of weight transference: (walk, run, jumps, positions, 
pause/stillness, use of foot, supporting on other body parts) 
Note frequency or order of importance. 
Weight is consistently transferred evenly with either the 
Promenade Step or side-step 
 
ii. Use of center of weight: 
Center of weight is always balanced over the toes 
 
iii. Use of (indicate body parts and/or frequency): 
1. flexion 
extension 
(how used, importance, which predominant?): 
toes are kept extended or “pointed” throughout 
2. rotation (including turnout): legs are turned out 
3. tilting: none 
4. shifting: none 
5. facing: dancers are always face-to-face 
 
iv. Retentions (body, space, spot): none 
 
b. Body Part Relationships: 
i. Use of whole body: 
trunk & limbs move together 
all parts articulated 
upper mainly 
lower mainly 
upper vs. lower 
separation of trunk & limbs 
 
ii. Relationships of limbs: 
bilateral 
unilateral 
parallel symmetrical 
asymmetrical 
oppositional 
*Personal symmetry is disrupted to create group symmetry 
throughout dance 
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iii. Predominant body shapes appearing: (Shape Forms): 
large 
small 
pin (elongated) 
wall (spread) 
ball (rounded) 
screw (twisted) 
 
iv. Use of trunk: 
one unit 
differentiated 
 
v. Body parts and areas: (list body parts in order of frequency) 
1. most active: legs and arms 
2. isolated: none 
3. part leading/guiding: legs and feet 
4. included: none 
5. resultant: none 
6. maintained or held: head, neck, trunk, and thighs 
 
c. Organization of body parts within phrases: (state body parts, 
sequence, frequency) 
i. Within one phrase: 
1. simultaneous: arms and legs (most figures) 
2. successive: arms and legs 
3. blending: none 
4. sequential: none 
 
ii. Predominant organization of phrases: 
consecutive 
overlapping 
 
VII. USE OF EFFORT 
a. Phrasing of Effort: 
impulse 
swing 
emphatic 
even 
increase 
decrease 
vibratory 
rebound 
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b. Range of Effort Elements and Effort Related Elements: (state 
frequent, some, rare,  and /or degree: extreme- clear- reduced) 
i. WEIGHT: Strong    Neutral           Light         Heaviness 
ii. TIME: Sudden   Acceleration  Neutral     Sustained 
iii. SPACE: Direct     Neutral           Indirect 
iv. FLOW: Free        Neutral           Bound 
 
1. Attributes of Flow: 
frequent fluctuation 
steady, even 
high intensity 
low intensity 
abrupt changes 
gradual changes 
2. Flow arrest none 
 
c. Dominant Effort Combinations (frequent, some, rare): 
i. Two Effort Combinations: 
 
Wt/Fl (Dream)                                                       Sp/T (Awake) 
Sp/Fl (Remote)                                                      Wt/T (Rhythm) 
T/Fl (Mobile)                                                         Sp/Wt (Stable) 
 
ii. Three Effort Combinations: 
Wt/T/Sp (Action-Flowless) 
Wt/T/Fl  (Passion- Spaceless) 
Fl/T/Sp   (Vision- Weightless) 
Fl/Wt/Sp (Spell-Timeless) 
 
d. Posture/Gesture (both Shape & Effort considerations): 
Gestural with few postural variations 
Gestural with some postural variations 
Approximately equal posture/gesture ratio 
Postural with some gestural variations 
Postural with few gestural variations 
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VIII. INTERACTION 
a. Interpersonal Distance: Dancers are usually in very close proximity, 
never more than an arm’s length away from each other 
 
b. Facing: In most figures dancers are face-to-face or side-by-side 
 
c. Touch/Relating: Dancers hold hands in front of or at the sides of the body 
 
d. Gaze: Dancers look straight ahead at all times 
 
e. Shared Focus: Dancers share the task of creating various formations 
within specific phrasing constraints of the music 
 
f. Synchrony/Echoing: Dancers are always performing the Promenade and 
side-steps in synchrony. They also attempt to raise their arms and hold 
hands in time with the music 
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APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTION TWO 
 
 
 
 
Date _________________ Class Session # ________________  
 
Page # _______________ Figure # _____________ 
 
Possible Aspects of Session for Notation: 
 
Nature of spontaneous/notable verbal interaction, if any 
Nature of spontaneous/notable movement interaction, if any 
Interactions directed toward instructor 
Interactions directed toward peers 
Observations of my instruction 
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APPENDIX C: GROUP INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
 
 
 
Purpose of Group Interview Statement: You have just spent four weeks together 
learning the Ce´ilı´ dance The Fairy Reel. As you know, my study is about social 
interaction and Ce´ilı´ dancing. The purpose of this interview is to hear about your social 
experience of the dance sessions and being together over the past four weeks. 
Can you remember back to the session when you first met? What were some of 
your thoughts and feelings about being part of this dance group at the first session? 
Do you know each other any better than when you first started? How have your 
relationships changed? How do you think this happened over the course of four weeks? 
What about the dance itself? Were there any factors in learning a dance together 
that supported you getting to know each other? Were there parts of the dance that 
supported your connecting with one another? Were there any parts of the dance that 
interfered with your connecting to one another? Were there any parts of each session that 
contributed to your social experience? 
You all take classes here—how was your social experience different in these 
dance sessions different than class?
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APPENDIX D: GROUP INTERVIEW THEMES 
 
 
 
 
Theme Exemplar Statements 
Excitement about new experiences I was excited and I wanted to meet everybody. 
Yeah excited to meet new people… 
Getting to know one another over time But as far as getting to know each other, like how the relationships have changed: I think 
I’m much more comfortable week four. Like I was looking at (participant B), I was 
walking like…yeah so I really feel comfortable now. 
 
…I feel like the first session um, everyone was a little…more timid…but like definitely 
following each other a lot more…The first session um, and I don’t think it was necessarily 
because we were all feeling like a group yet. 
Non-Competitive nature of sessions enhanced 
learning investment 
…I was like “this is just fun and we’re just having a good time and it’s not a competition 
so we’re messing up but we’re having a great time and learning really well.”…There’s no 
pressure. 
 
…if you had said that on the last class we’re all going to get up in front of everybody and 
we’re gonna call everyone on the treadmills over here and you’re gonna dance for them, 
that might have made it a little more stressful. It was nothing like that so that was good. 
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Theme Exemplar Statements 
Experiences within figures …that’s the most separatist part of the dance (referring to the Square). But all of it is 
pretty much just getting to know people. It’s a social dance and that’s how I felt it brought 
us together. It was very open but that was the most closed part and the most individual 
part as well. But it was a lot of fun. That part you’re all kind of doing your own thing. 
 
Slip Sides is a lot of fun because you are, you’re like meeting different people. You’re 
holding hands with different people and it’s just like hilarious. And then the Square is just 
a little more individualized, a little bit more difficult. 
Social/gender roles within the dance I was so happy when it was the guy’s turn to do “do-see-do” because…I was like, “They 
do all the work.” 
 
I’m used to being the guy so it was no big deal. But um, it was different…the 
responsibility. It did feel like I have this but you know, I work. I pay bills. It’s cool. 
Reactions to physical contact Whereas in the first week it’s sort of like, “Okay now. Oh, okay I wanna be friendly…I 
feel a little early if I let go too soon will he think I’m like stingy and not really friendly? If 
I clutch too hard is he gonna think something else?” 
 
Yeah. Like we were like sort of waiting to learn our part of the figure and you don’t know 
if you’re holding or not holding. 
Reactions to eye contact For me. It’s hard for me to make eye contact when I’m trying to when I know that …I’m 
just trying to work on something and not seeing the person who’s also holding me 
accountable to it. So that was a challenge. 
 
I kept looking down like trying to concentrate on what I was doing. 
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Theme Exemplar Statements 
Unique and difficult nature of Irish dance form and 
style 
I feel like the dance itself is just kind of fun you know, ‘cause we’re hoping… 
 
And I like I do like the elliptical and whatever and I really had no idea how aerobic this 
was. Like I know I’m in good shape that’s what I realized from this. It’s hard…You’re 
bouncing and jumping around and everything and everything and on your toes at the same 
time. 
 
I don’t know if I quite got the whole like tension but I liked having the structure of 
knowing okay: like shoulders back, arms down, fists…and know that no matter what my 
feet are doing my arms are like this or whatever. 
Ce´ilı´ dancing is a group social experience If we were doing Tango or something that’s very sultry and you’re mad at your partner 
and you don’t want to talk to them and you have this whole attitude about it. And it really 
kind of reflects the way that you and your partner interact… 
 
Yeah and the fact that it’s not a partnering dance but it’s like a six person dance. It 
definitely makes a difference like whereas if you divided us each in two person couples or 
if it was like a solo dance there would’ve been an entirely different feeling... 
 
Except for boxing we’re not usually responsible for leading someone else directly. Like 
we’re all kind of facing…everyone’s facing one direction. Everybody does their own 
thing. If they screw up it’s on them. 
Doing the “same thing” enhanced social connection And so it’s easy to like laugh and be friendly with other people when you’re doing the 
same. 
 
But the social aspect that of like being, doing things, and enjoying with other 
people…doing the same thing regardless of how good you are. 
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Theme Exemplar Statements 
Making mistakes stimulated individual and group 
responses 
This was very freeing because you could just like make mistakes. 
 
But with the dance stuff you see, there’s a right and wrong way and you’re screwing up 
and screwing up the person in front of you. 
 
I guess like um making little mistakes. You just like kind of joking about it everybody 
understands. It’s a camaraderie thing: nobody’s like, “how dare you make a mistake.” 
The warm-up involved self-expression and self-
consciousness 
…It was hard for me to get used to everybody doing different stretches. I’m so used to like 
playing as being a part of a basketball team and a softball team. Like we would stretch in a 
circle as a team but we would all do the same stretches together and we would finish each 
stretch together. It was different for everyone to be on their own page and just kind of do 
what they needed to do for the day. 
 
I liked how you um, gave us these ideas of things that we could do…like whatever your 
body needs right now. Start from the top down so you gave us a general outline of how we 
should do things, but then we had freedom to do whatever we wanted. So it helped us to 
loosen up.  
 
It was also a social warm-up too. I mean not just physical but kind of like just orient 
yourself from your day. And like, “Okay now. We’re here in this room and we’re gonna 
give this a shot.” And that’s kind of how it felt for me ‘cause I know that whatever my day 
was or week was usually had an impact on my mood when I came in. So and then the 
warm-up was usually helped dissipate that. 
Reactions to spatial formations …it was nice doing it in a circle ‘cause we could all be part of that group again. 
 
Something interesting about going from the circle to a line: it was really nice being able to 
see how we were doing in the mirror to practice, but also it took it…it almost made it 
competitive in a way. 
We’ll miss each other I looked forward to coming every Friday. I’m sad that it’s over. 
Yeah. I’m gonna miss everybody. That’s why I’m like “Let’s go to a pub!” 
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APPENDIX E: GROUP INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTION 
 
 
 
 
PAIGE (instructor/researcher): We’ll just put it in the center. It is recording. Um, so 
you guys have just spent four weeks learning The Fairy Reel and this is about social 
interaction and Ce´ilı´ dancing. So the purpose of this discussion is to hear about your 
social experience of the dance, um…sessions and then being together over the past four 
weeks. So just thinking back to the first session when you guys met, um what were some 
of your thoughts or feelings about being part of this group? At the first session… 
Participant C: I was excited and I wanted to meet everybody. 
Participant A: Yeah excited to meet new people and also to… 
Laughter 
Participant F: A sort of challenge. 
P: Challenging? 
F: Yeah I think initially I was most excited about the dancing and I didn’t really think 
about like the social aspect of it. But like you know once you come in and you see how 
small of a group it is, it was pretty easy to get to know one another especially after the 
first session. It kind of starts to… 
P: And yeah and then you guys didn’t necessarily know how many people were gonna be 
here. And that was probably a big… 
Participant D: I was nervous actually I don’t know why. I was excited the whole time 
and then I had like a really stressful week and I was telling myself “oh why did I say I 
would do this?”  Like I came in here and I was like “oh there are all these people I don’t 
know.” But it was really, really quickly. 
Participant E: Me and (Participant F) have a cursory knowledge of each other. 
Laughter 
E: So it kind of helped me like alleviate of the nervousness or boringness of it. 
P: Knowing somebody before you came in… 
F: And you were so friendly that… 
A: Yeah. 
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E: Yeah. 
C: That was really awesome. 
A: I can’t remember exactly what we did, but didn’t we do some sort of like “icebreaker” 
thing like introduce ourselves at least? 
Laughter 
A: So like that helps to have an opportunity in like a non-awkward sense to be like “hey 
my name is whatever” and just introduce ourselves to each other. So that was good. 
P: Um…oh and going off of that: um, do you feel like you guys know each other better 
or that your relationships have changed in any way since you started? 
A: I think I’m more comfortable. Like I came in like I know I’m a terrible dancer, like 
what is everyone else gonna be when they show up? But I think now like this is all new 
to us so we all…I feel well…at least I know I’m making mistakes constantly but I feel 
like we’re all moving in the same direction so it doesn’t really matter if you mess up. 
D: Yeah I was also thinking about that as well. I was like “this is just fun and we’re just 
having a good time and it’s not a competition so we’re messing up but we’re having a 
great time and learning really well.” I feel like we’re learning very quickly because of 
we’re just having fun. There’s no pressure. 
P: So taking like whatever competitive aspect there would have been in it out of it. 
C: Yeah, we came into this knowing well at least after the first session that nobody was a 
professional Irish dancer and nobody had experience so it totally it took the pressure off 
of it and made it a lot easier. 
Participant B: There was no expectation so you could just come so you just do…do your 
best. 
F: This was very freeing because you could just like make mistakes. I’m going to call 
you “panda” forever now (referring to Participant E). 
Laughter 
C: Yeah, if you had said that on the last class we’re all going to get up in front of 
everybody and we’re gonna call everyone on the treadmills over here and you’re gonna 
dance for them, that might have made it a little more stressful. It was nothing like that so 
that was good. 
B: I mean just still the novelty of everyone else in the room. I sometimes had difficulty 
making eye contact because there were times when I was uncomfortable with what I was 
doing. Even though I wasn’t competing I still chose this to begin with. But the social 
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aspect that of like being, doing things, and enjoying with other people…doing the same 
thing regardless of how good you are. But with the dance stuff you see, there’s a right 
and wrong way and you’re screwing up and screwing up the person in front of you. 
Laughter 
P: So eye contact. 
B: For me. It’s hard for me to make eye contact when I’m trying to when I know that I’m 
not um…I’m just trying to work on something and not seeing the person who’s also 
holding me accountable to it. So that was a challenge. 
B: Especially because we were doing this facing each other. 
F: Yeah, and we’re staring at each other. 
Laughter 
F: I was actually going to ask about that. Where do you look? 
Laughter 
C: I kept looking down like trying to concentrate on what I was doing. 
E: But as far as getting to know each other, like how the relationships have changed: I 
think I’m much more comfortable week four. Like I was looking at (Participant B), I was 
walking like…yeah so I really feel comfortable now. 
A: Yeah and like today like you don’t even notice touching. You know like during the 
parts of the dance where you have to hold hands. Like it’s totally not a big deal at all now 
but by the fourth week. 
P: Oh touching. 
D: Whereas in the first week it’s sort of like, “Okay now. Oh, okay I wanna be 
friendly…I feel a little early if I let go too soon will he think I’m like stingy and not 
really friendly? If I clutch too hard is he gonna think something else?” Like this not 
sure… 
E: Well, yeah, when it comes to like hand-holding you really don’t know. 
P: You guys knew each other before so actually so it’s a little bit different. 
F: Yeah we hold hands all the time! 
Laughter 
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P: ‘Cause there weren’t specific I mean…so you’re saying there was a length of time 
during which you could be holding somebody’s hand. 
D: Yeah. Like we were like sort of waiting to learn our part of the figure and you don’t 
know if you’re holding or not holding. And you wanna be like, “go away” and then… 
E: And like the culture of the handshake, you know the body language in the handshake. 
There’s so much in it you know like there’s so much in it: the firmness, the duration, the 
so you know, you can tell a lot by someone’s grip. I mean...I know my grip is giving off a 
lot of signals. 
Laughter 
E: Lots you know…the pastiness. 
 Laughter 
E: The hairy palms. 
Laughter 
B: Well yeah. Like we’re standing there like waiting holding hands. Because like if I 
drop it am I going to seem like an asshole if I drop it? 
Laughter 
P: So it sounds like those things kind of were happening while you were learning too. 
Did…what about like while you’re actually dancing it? 
A: Just trying to remember the steps… 
Several Responses: Yeah! 
Laughter 
F: Not thinking about anything else except besides like, “don’t let me screw up” you 
know like while you’re doing it. But I did also notice the eyes: like I tried like, “Okay 
I’m gonna look but I don’t look.” 
Laughter 
B: It makes you more comfortable though. You were always looking with a smile and 
that, that disarmed me. Otherwise my eyes, they were just down the whole time. 
F: Yeah. 
E: Or closed. 
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B: Yeah. I was just trying to remember …Yeah, I looked down a bit. When I look in the 
mirror I screw up. I was just staring at other people’s feet the entire time just trying to get 
mine to match up. 
P: Feet. 
B: Yeah, it didn’t work. 
Laughter 
D: I was kind of trying to look at the figure sometimes. I just liked to see the way it 
looked in the mirrors and like looked at us going in a circle. When we were going to the 
left it, it felt like it twisted one way or the other. So I wasn’t even looking at individual 
people or the steps. I just trying to figure out what we were doing overall. 
P: So looking at the formation of what you were doing in the mirror. And by the way that 
thing just turned on again so if you guys wanna… (referring to air vent in studio). 
E: We could even, we could even move in closer. 
P: So actually the next thing I was gonna ask is, um the dance itself. Like were there 
factors besides what we’ve talked about besides eye contact, touch, um were factors of 
the dance itself that you think helped you getting to know each other? 
E: Aside from the actual dancing itself? 
P: Yeah, well I mean if you wanna describe that. 
E: I guess like um making little mistakes. You just like kind of joking about it everybody 
understands. It’s a camaraderie thing: nobody’s like, “how dare you make a mistake.” 
That kind of helped being…I guess just kind of getting in the cues of you know. Um, 
‘cause I remember towards a point in the last one when we both lifted our arms both arms 
would go up and after like the fortieth time we did that I finally knew which one needed 
to stay up. 
Laughter 
E: I said, “No, we have to go down,” and just you know learning, you know the cues of 
just the process. I don’t know if that was specific to the dance, but just both doing 
something repetitively and kind of got a sense of what you know, what other people were 
comfortable with their ability to do. 
F: Yeah. 
D: I feel like the dance itself is just kind of fun you know, ‘cause we’re hoping… 
Laughter 
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D: And that just sort of seems like friendly and fun, right? And so it’s easy to like laugh 
and be friendly with other people when you’re doing the same. If we were doing Tango 
or something that’s very sultry and you’re mad at your partner and you don’t want to talk 
to them and you have this whole attitude about it. And it really kind of reflects the way 
that you and your partner interact. But I felt like we’re all just hoping around and it was 
really fun and so that made it… 
B: Yeah and the fact that it’s not a partnering dance but it’s like a six person dance. It 
definitely makes a difference like whereas if you divided us each in two person couples 
or if it was like a solo dance there would’ve been an entirely different feeling, you know. 
D: Yeah. 
Laughter 
E: You know, I did that notice that too that everybody was kicking the butt. I looked in 
the mirror and I was like, “Wow, everybody’s going at it.” 
Laughter 
E: And you know you’re like kicking yourself in your own butt. 
Laughter 
P: Um, so what about do you think that there were parts of the dance that interfered with 
connecting with each other? ‘Cause we have talked about some ways of connecting… 
D: Maybe the last figure was a little bit challenging because you have to around and if a 
person isn’t in a place where you think that they should be it’s sort of like, “Okay 
move…” 
P: Oh the Arches? 
D: Not the last figure…the Square. 
E: The Square, yeah, the Square. 
F: Yeah I totally ran into somebody. 
D: But it’s just like we needed everyone to be where we thought they should be and they 
needed us to be where they thought we should be and that’s where it ended. 
P: So maybe the spacing of the Square and people going different directions? 
B: Looking at the dance that way (referring to the Square), that’s the most separatist part 
of the dance. But all of it is pretty much just getting to know people. It’s a social dance 
and that’s how I felt it brought us together. It was very open but that was the most closed 
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part and the most individual part as well. But it was a lot of fun. That part you’re all kind 
of doing your own thing. 
D: Kind of yeah. 
E: You’re not really. 
A: Slip Sides is a lot of fun because you are, you’re like meeting different people. You’re 
holding hands with different people and it’s just like hilarious. And then the Square is 
just a little more individualized, a little bit more difficult. 
P: Um, what about…I’m gonna switch a little bit here. What about the warm-up and 
cool-down? Those were um, aspects that we don’t usually do in Ce´ilı´ dancing. Those 
were um, dance/movement therapy oriented. How did those moments contribute to the 
session for you in terms of how you’re used to warming-up or cooling-down? 
F: I liked how you um, gave us these ideas of things that we could do. Like whatever you 
need to do, like whatever your body needs right now. Start from the top down so you 
gave us a general outline of how we should do things, but then we had freedom to do 
whatever we wanted. So it helped us to loosen up. However I think generally I don’t 
know…I think I like to start out doing movement to warm-up my body and then stretch. 
You know because then we started by stretching and still cold and tight especially if you 
were just working and you just came from work or something and you’re not like loose at 
all. 
B: It was also a social warm-up too. I mean not just physical but kind of like just orient 
yourself from your day. And like, “Okay now. We’re here in this room and we’re gonna 
give this a shot.” And that’s kind of how it felt for me ‘cause I know that whatever my 
day was or week was usually had an impact on my mood when I came in. So and then the 
warm-up was usually helped dissipate that. 
A: Yeah. And it was nice doing it in a circle ‘cause we could all be part of that group 
again. And you’re right: it’s just very focusing say, “Okay now. We’re gonna do this 
dance and it’s all gonna be a lotta fun.” It would’ve been a lot different if you would’ve 
said, “Okay and line up,” as soon as we came in. 
P: So the circle rather than the line. 
A: The circle’s great. 
P: So we did go from warming-up in a circle to doing the Promenade and the side-step in 
a line. Did you notice differences in those transitions? 
E: Like again for me trying to do the “one-two-three’s” in a circle as opposed to front 
and back or was more difficult, but I got it after four weeks. 
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F: Something interesting about going from the circle to a line: it was really nice being 
able to see how we were doing in the mirror to practice, but also it took it…it almost 
made it competitive in a way. 
P: To go into a line. 
F: Almost, because you’re an individual again. Like being in a circle or being in our 
formations, it’s definitely a cohesive unit. But doing the line thing I can’t see everybody 
and I feel like I have to be really, really great because maybe some people can see me. 
E: Yeah. Right, yeah. 
D: Doing a group warm-up was kind of a little strange at first because for some reason 
stretching and stuff, like that is really personal because you’re just like sort of, “Whatever 
I need to do.” And sometimes you might do some really weird thing so it took a little 
while to get used to just doing that movement like that. Stretching with a whole group of 
people when you’re not all doing the same thing so that people are watching you. You’re 
watching them and you’re sort of interacting in your own personal warm-up time. 
P: Do you mean like in comparison from the first session to the last session or do you 
mean like jumping in? 
A: I mean like jumping in to doing something like that. By the end I felt pretty 
comfortable and normal. If I remember correctly I feel like the first session um, everyone 
was a little…I don’t wanna say more timid with the stretching, but like definitely 
following each other a lot more. Whereas I think with like today everyone was just like 
whatever and doing their own thing and doing whatever they felt comfortable doing. I 
think it was mostly a difference in comfort level: like the first session like, “Oh my god I 
don’t know what’s going on here. Like “Okay, she said to maybe try this and fine, I’m 
gonna try it. And then this girl starts doing something and I’ll do what she’s doing.” And 
it kind of was a little more group thing. The first session um, and I don’t think it was 
necessarily because we were all feeling like a group yet. Like it was maybe like, people 
were just like, “Well, I don’t know what’s going on so I’ll just do what she does or he 
does.” You know whereas by today it’s just like, “Whatever. I feel like stretching my leg. 
I’m gonna stretch my leg.” 
Laughter 
F: Or like someone else who’s like messing around with their arms or shoulders. I think 
that was a difference that I noticed. 
C: Yeah. It was hard for me to get used to everybody doing different stretches. I’m so 
used to like playing as being a part of a basketball team and a softball team. Like we 
would stretch in a circle as a team but we would all do the same stretches together and we 
would finish each stretch together. It was different for everyone to be on their own page 
and just kind of do what they needed to do for the day. 
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P: Yeah. That’s one of the structures in dance therapy is to have the…you know, the 
choice to do your own thing. So…um, I just want to make sure, yeah it’s still going… 
(referring to digital audio-recorder). 
A: The stretching at the beginning also the first day we were also I felt I was looking to 
you like, “Okay. What do we…how is this supposed to work? What in the hey are we 
doing? Should I follow her?” Everybody…then you were like, “Do your own move.” Oh, 
okay! 
Laughter 
A: I can do that. 
P: Um, well also I think pretty most all of you guys are all here from different classes. 
E: I’m pretty sure. 
P: Um, how is your social experience different in your classes than in this session? 
E: In the classes at least ones except for boxing. Have you ever been in boxing before? 
(Question directed at Participant F who nodded in response.) Except for boxing we’re 
not usually responsible for leading someone else directly. Like we’re all kind of 
facing…everyone’s facing one direction. Everybody does their own thing. If they screw 
up it’s on them. They get yelled at or whatever, but yeah it’s um, that’s one of the big 
differences that I felt. 
P: You mean like socially. 
E: Yeah. 
F: Well I come from Capoeira and which class do you come from? (Question directed at 
Participant E.) 
E: I’ve been to Capoeira before. 
F: And yeah. So that’s where we met and so that’s extremely social. And like the circle 
thing is great. It’s like so this is just, it’s very nice as well. Maybe less social actually. 
P: Less social. 
F: But because Capoeira’s just very extremely social, it’s like a dance all the time. But 
yeah it fit right in. It felt very comfortable, but as far as something like Yoga, that’s very 
internal. 
D: Yeah. I mean the Yoga class is like slightly social beforehand and a little bit after, but 
obviously definitely not during. You know, like you have that connection with the 
teacher because he comes around and like he talks to you. And it’s very individualized 
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instruction and everything, but you know, there’s no like group dynamic like the Irish 
dance. So you’re alone on a mat. 
Laughter 
A: Yeah. I came from spinning and it’s like this thing with Yoga. It’s very social at the 
beginning but then I don’t know…for me it’s competitive. Like I wanna go harder and 
faster than the person next to me. I always like…I have a sister who I spin with and we 
always or try and get bikes next to each other ‘cause we just push each other to go harder. 
So I don’t know. I’m more of a competitive person I guess. So of course…so for here it 
was like, “Okay, step back, you know you suck so…” 
P: Even walking into that room…like dark. 
A: Dark with a spooky light. 
Laughter 
P: Um…well another thing that um, you know we look into in dance therapy when 
you’re also thinking about these other classes that you take um, is the style of the 
movement. I mean, um, I know some people talked earlier about the tight upper body and 
the legs being crossed. Do you guys have any observations about the style of the 
movement that was different for you in comparison to what you’re used to or how it felt? 
E: Well, the tensing up of the upper body is definitely new and I didn’t quite get that 
down. 
Laughter 
E: I mean I would try to sometimes remember: “Okay, firm up.” But that it is definitely 
unique to this. Just like everything else you wanna be relaxed when you focus. So it is 
unique in that way much more. 
D: I don’t know if I quite got the whole like tension but I liked having the structure of 
knowing okay: like shoulders back, arms down, fists. Um, I did a lot of Ballroom in 
college um, so that sort of… It’s nice to go back to a couple of things that you 
know…okay, and know that no matter what my feet are doing my arms are like this or 
whatever. So it’s nice to have something like that. So that was really familiar to me and it 
felt nice. 
B: I think it was nice just having one less thing to think about and you know, your arms 
are just down at your side and they don’t really open this far. So that made it easier. 
P: Limitation. 
B: Yeah. 
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P: Well, do you guys have anything else that you would like to add that we didn’t talk 
about or… 
A: It was really a lotta fun. 
Laughter 
C: Workout. 
D: I looked forward to coming every Friday. I’m sad that it’s over. 
Several Responses: I know. I know. 
C: I really had no idea! I thought it was a six week thing so when you sat down with the 
tape recorder I was like, “What’s going on?” 
Laughter 
F: I was talking to my girlfriend, (name confidential) …you might know her from Yoga 
anyway. (Comment directed at Participant D.) Yeah. I’m hoping she starts having classes 
at (name of fitness club confidential) because I would take them. 
A: Yeah, definitely. You should. 
E: It was a good change…change of pace. 
A: And I like I do like the elliptical and whatever and I really had no idea how aerobic 
this was. Like I know I’m in good shape that’s what I realized from this. It’s hard. It’s 
really hard you know. You’re bouncing and jumping around and everything and 
everything and on your toes at the same time. It makes it a lot more difficult than I ever 
expected it to be. 
Laughter 
F: I sweat like a pig, but I was happy doing it. But actually I was impressed how much I 
did perspire today, my gosh I did. 
E: Serious sweat, oh man! 
F: Today this week, this day was the best weather. 
C: I was so happy when it was the guy’s turn to do “do-see-do” because I was like 
okay… 
Laughter 
C: I was like, “They do all the work.” 
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P: And this was another thing actually: how was it to be in the guy’s part? I know you 
guys had a lot of special things that you did um, in comparison to the ladies? 
E: I’m used to being the guy so it was no big deal. But um, it was different…the 
responsibility. It did feel like I have this but you know, I work. I pay bills. It’s cool. 
Laughter 
E: You can get in the middle. (Comment directed at Participant F.) 
B: I felt everyone was very supportive. I didn’t feel…I never really gave a shit about my 
performance. Really that would’ve ruined the whole experience for me. Um, and you 
know, whenever we would go and do our thing and then end up. And you know, whoever 
I would go to, the next choice it was always willing to receive. So it was quite an 
experience. Overall I had a lotta fun doing it. I had a lotta fun trying this with you guys. 
F: Yeah. I’m gonna miss everybody. That’s why I’m like “Let’s go to a pub!” 
Laughter 
C: Let’s hang out! 
F: Let’s have a reunion! 
Laughter 
F: St. Patrick’s Day! 
A: My niece is Irish dancing, but unfortunately she’s four years old! 
Laughter 
P: Hey well…those kids. 
E: I’m gonna YouTube that. 
P: Yeah. 
E: Yup. 
F: I have question kind of off-topic: do people wear wigs when they dance with the curly 
hair? 
P: Yes. They’re expensive and crazy-looking. Um, I heard that that started in the early 
nineties to make it look like people were jumping higher. And I think it was by the 
Chicago school, The Trinity School. Now if you go to a competition everyone has one. 
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F: I noticed. I was like, “Do they just naturally have that thick, wild, curly awesome hair? 
Everybody?” Like Irish dancing… 
P: If your hair is unruly, you can get marked down. My friend got marked down because 
her hair was untidy or something. So people wear wigs. 
C: My friend (name confidential), she did Irish dancing like from the time she was a little 
girl to like when we started high school. She had naturally very, very curly hair and even 
she had to pin it back and wear the wig because her naturally curly hair wasn’t the same 
type of like, tight little corkscrew curls. 
P: Yeah, like corkscrew, sausage. 
C: Yeah, they’re hardcore. 
Laughter 
F: It looks great. I was wondering. 
P: Well, unless anyone has anything else I’ll just turn off the recorder…um. 
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APPENDIX F: RECRUITMENT RESPONSE FORM 
 
 
 
 
Social Interaction Within A Series Of Dance/Movement Therapy Modified Ce´ilı´ 
Dance Sessions:  A Group Case Study 
Objective:  The proposed objective of this study is an understanding of the 
connection of dance form, social interaction, and social experience. 
I am recruiting members/employees at (name of fitness club confidential) to 
participate in four weekly hour-long sessions over a month with a forty minute audio-
recorded group interview following the last session. This is a cost-free opportunity to 
learn Irish social dancing. Participants must be at least 18 to 55 years old and physically 
able to participate in Ce´ilı´ dancing. Participants with certain physical disabilities and/or 
health conditions preventing them from participating in the Ce´ilı´ dance sessions will be 
excluded. 
Contact Information: If you are interested in participating in this study and meet 
the above criteria, please check the first box below and leave a phone number where the 
instructor/researcher can contact you for further information. If you are not interested in 
participating please check the second box and write the sentence: “I am not interested in 
participating in this study”. 
__I have reviewed recruitment criteria and both meet criteria and am interested in 
participating. 
Name:  
Phone number: 
Best time to call: 
 
__I am not interested in participating in this study. 
Please write “I am not interested in participating in this study” 
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APPENDIX G: DREXEL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE CONSENT 
TO TAKE PART IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
 
 
 
 
 Subject’s Initials ___ 
 Page 1 of 4 
 
1.  Subject Name:________________________________________ 
 
2.  Title of Research:  Social Interaction Within A Series Of Dance/Movement 
Therapy Modified Ce´ilı´ Dance Sessions:  A Group Case Study 
 
3.  Investigator's Name:  Ellen Schelly Hill 
 
4.  Research Entity:  Drexel University 
 
5.  Consenting for the Research Study:  This is a long and an important document. 
If you sign it, you will be authorizing Drexel University and its researchers to perform 
research studies on you. You should take your time and carefully read it. You can also 
take a copy of this consent form to discuss it with your family member, attorney or 
anyone else you would like before you sign it. Do not sign it unless you are comfortable 
in participating in this study. 
 
6.  Purpose of Research:  You are being asked to participate in a research study. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the nature of dance form, social interaction, 
and participant social experience within a series of dance/movement therapy modified 
Ce´ilı´ dance sessions. I am interested in how this may have implications for 
dance/movement therapy practice. This research project is a partial fulfillment of a 
graduate degree in Dance/Movement Therapy for the Creative Arts Therapy department 
at Drexel University. Participants must be at least 18 to 55 years old, members of and/or 
employees at (name of fitness club confidential) and physically able to participate in 
Ce´ilı´ dancing. Participants with certain physical disabilities and/or health conditions 
preventing them from participating in the Ce´ilı´ dance sessions will be excluded. Some 
examples of physical disabilities and/or health conditions that may prevent inclusion are 
physical injuries to the lower extremities, heart disease, and/or exercise-induced 
conditions, such as asthma. Participants with previous performance and/or competitive 
Ce´ilı´ dance experience will be excluded due to previous connections, experience, and 
insight to the purpose of the study. 
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 Subject’s Initials ___ 
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7.  Procedures and Duration:  You understand that all of the following things that 
will be done to you are experimental. The study will recruit four to eight participants 
from (name of fitness club confidential). You will be taught a Ce´ilı´ dance in four 
dance/movement therapy modified Ce´ilı´ dance sessions over a month. The classes will 
be one hour. The researcher will serve as the dance instructor. The instructor/researcher 
will take notes after each class about her experience of group interaction during the class. 
The notes will not refer to any person by name. There will also be a forty-minute group 
interview at the end of the final session. The group interview will involve open- ended 
questions about your social experience in the dance sessions. The group interview will be 
audio recorded. All recorded material will be kept confidential. The audiotapes will be 
transcribed by the researcher in a private area. The tapes and transcribed document will 
be stored in a locked cabinet without identifying information in the office of the Primary 
Investigator. After the data has been analyzed the researcher will destroy the tape by 
pulling the tape from the case and cutting it with scissors. 
 
8. Risks and Discomforts/Constraints:  The study presents minimal risk to 
participants. As a participant in this research study, you may experience muscle soreness 
and/or fatigue as a result of the nature of Ce´ilı´ dancing. However, most individuals who 
experience soreness only experience it for 24 hours after the first or second session. 
 
9.  Unforeseen Risks: Participation in the study may involve unforeseen risks. If 
unforeseen risks are seen, they will be reported to the Drexel University Office of 
Research Compliance. 
 
10.  Benefits:  There may be no direct benefits from participating in this study, 
though it is a cost-free opportunity to learn Ce´ilı´ dancing. 
 
11.  Alternative Procedures:  The alternative is not to participate in this study. 
 
12.  Reasons for Removal From Study:  You may be required to stop the study 
before the end for any of the following reasons: 
 
a) If all or part of the study is discontinued for any reason by the 
investigator, or university or (name of fitness club confidential) 
authorities. 
b) If you are a student, and participation in the study is adversely 
affecting your academic performance. 
c) If you fail to adhere to requirements for participation established by 
the researcher. 
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 13.  Voluntary Participation:  Participation in this study is voluntary, and you can 
refuse to be in the study or stop at any time. There will be no negative consequences if 
you decide not to participate or to stop. 
 
14.  Stipend/Reimbursement: There will be no monetary compensation for 
participation in this study. 
 
 15.  Responsibility for Cost: There are no costs associated with participation in 
this research. Participants are responsible for their own transportation to and from the 
research site. 
 
16.  In Case of Injury:  If you have any questions or believe you have been injured 
in any way by being in this research study, you should contact Ellen Schelly Hill at 
telephone number (215) 762-7851. However, neither the investigator nor Drexel 
University will make payment for injury, illness, or other loss resulting from your being 
in this research project. If you are injured by this research activity, medical care including 
hospitalization is available, but may result in costs to you or your insurance company 
because the University does not agree to pay for such costs. If you are injured or have an 
adverse reaction, you should also contact the Office of Research Compliance at 215-255-
7857. 
 
17.  Confidentiality:  In any publication or presentation of research results, your 
identity will be kept confidential, but there is a possibility that records which identify you 
may be inspected by authorized individuals such as representatives of the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), the institutional review boards (IRBs), or employees conducting 
peer review activities. You consent to such inspections and to the copying of excerpts of 
your records, if required by any of these representatives. 
 
18.  Other Considerations:  If you wish further information regarding your rights 
as a research subject or if you have problems with a research-related injury, for medical 
problems please contact the Institution's Office of Research Compliance by telephoning 
215-255-7857. 
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 19.  Consent       
I have been informed of the reasons for this study. 
I have had the study explained to me. 
I have had all of my questions answered. 
I have carefully read this consent form, have initialed each page, and have 
received a signed copy. 
I give consent voluntarily. 
 
 
 
Subject or Legally Authorized Representative    Date 
 
 
 
Investigator or Individual Obtaining this Consent    Date 
 
 
 
Witness to Signature        Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Consent 
Name Title Day Phone # 24 Hr Phone # 
Ellen Schelly Hill Primary Investigator N/A (215) 762-7851 
Paige Draper Co-Investigator N/A (215) 910-2472 
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APPENDIX H: THE FAIRY REEL 
 
 
 
 
The instructor/researcher taught The Fairy Reel as it appears in Ár Rincí Fóirne:  
Thirty Popular Ce´ilı´ Dances (2003, p. 58-60). The following text is meant to guide the 
instruction of traditional Ce´ilı´ dance sessions: 
 
Cor na Síóg        The Fairy Reel 
A six-hand dance for two gents and four ladies, forming two trios, the gent having a lady 
on each side of him. Originally a square dance, it is now done as a progressive long 
dance. 
Formation: 
   O X O 
   O X O 
(a) Ar Aghaidh is Ar gCúl /Advance and Retire 
Gentleman takes partner’s inside hands, and all three advance in line to meet the opposite 
trio with Promenade Step [2 bars]; retire to place [2 bars]. Repeat the movement, and on 
the last two ‘threes’, all six dancers form into large ring taking hands [4 bars]. 
8 bars 
(b) Céim an Fháinne/Rings 
All dance side-step anti-clockwise, finishing with two short ‘threes’ [4 bars], side-step 
back clockwise, finishing as before [4 bars]. 
8 bars 
(c) Ar Aghaidh is Ar gCúl /Advance and Retire 
Repeat A. 
8 bars 
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(d) Céim an Fháinne /Rings 
Repeat B, but this time dance side-step clockwise first, and on last two ‘threes’ each gent 
turns to face lady on his fight, who also turns to face him. 
8 bars 
(e) Beirt Ar Aghaidh/Slip Sides 
The partners facing each other now take right hands, and dance side-step and ‘threes’ to 
gent’s left, and side-step back to places. On the ‘threes’ the gents turn left to face partners 
on left, and the ladies face front. In the meantime, the free partners have danced side-step 
to right and back, and on last ‘three’ turn to face gents [8 bars]. 
This movement is now repeated with partner on left, the other lady dancing to left and 
back to original position. 
16 bars 
(f) Buachaillí i Lár agus Uillinn in Uillinn /Gents Centre and Link Arms 
Gents dance in to center, with Promenade Step, and linking right arms, continue round to 
complete four bars. They then turn, link left arms and dance round further four bars back 
to places, finishing up facing partner on the right. 
Gent now gives right hand to partner on right and turns once; then he passes on to partner 
on left whom he turns with left arm. He now turns to lady on right again whom he turns 
in place with right hand and so back to place. 
16 bars 
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(g) An Chearnóg /Square 
The four ladies dance a square as in the Four-hand Reel, i.e., the partner on gent’s left 
side-steps to the right to the place of the other partner, passing behind; partner on gent’s 
right side-steps to the left, passing in front. All end with two short ‘threes’ turning to face 
each other on the second ‘three’ [4 bars]. This movement is repeated in the same 
direction another three times to complete the four sides of a square. 
At the same time the gents do a similar movement but in the shape of a diamond, i.e., 
each gent sidesteps to right from his position to the centre of the side of the square on his 
right, and so on till he returns to his original position. 
16 bars 
O X O 
  ↙       ↗ 
O X O 
 
(l) [sic] Na Stuanna/Arches 
The gents now take inside hands with partners, raise right hand to form arch and, passing 
the partner on left under the arch, he also passes under it [2 bars]. He now raises his left 
hand and passes the right hand partner under the arch, again passing under it himself [2 
bars]. He repeats the first arch [2 bars] and all fall back in to place, but continue to hold 
hands [2 bars]. 
8 bars 
(j) [sic] Ar Aghaidh, ar gCúl agus Tríd 
Trios advance and retire, as at commencement of the dance [4 bars]. All release hands, 
advance again, passing through, right arm to right arm, and face a new trio to 
recommence dance [4 bars]. 
8 bars 
